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I N TRODUCTI 0

This third publication is again presented as con-

tribution to the celebration of the International Literacy

Day, following the first,entitled Voices of the dorld,
1

Literacy for Development and Human Dignity and the second,

Governments and Peoples' Voices, Literacy-Adult Education

for Progress and Human Welfare.
2

Pledges and utItemonts of national and intern-Ational

agencies arid or World leaders have inspired hopes and encour-

agement, resolutions and recommendations of Governments,

backed by Peoples' Voices have provided general directions

and they include, naturally, commitments.

The desire for quick development has been expressed

and the need deeply felt. The road to progress and welfare

is not only known but also opened. Reflection and rethink-

ing, particularly on Literacy celebration days has led to

some action. At the same time it is realized that

all efforts should be accompanied and strengthened by imp-

rovement and innovation.

Why and ho

In this context this small booklet starts with

reviewing past experience and activities, their achieve-

ments and failures in the fight against illiteracy, pic-

tures efforts in func ional literacy, and finally attempts

to indicate some guidelines based on the principle :

"Im.licit for racticabilit

After having visited States in the Federation of

Nigeria and a few African countries, and hnving observed

literacy activities the :aithor is convinced that rze.:2ot hey

makers, especially literacy oroanizers and executGra nr,:a aware

of the shortcOmings of the methods and instructional Materials they
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use, that they are willing to change or to improve then, and

to introduce innovations. Some have even expressed their

ability to produce better literacy materials but all this is

made impossible by lack of funds equipments, and/or b_zoic

materials required.

It is indeed perplexing to outsiders to see existing

courses us "out-dated.' and "old-fashioned" materials me

of which were written ten or more years ago. Also to l arn

that literacy certificates are distributed after 40 - 60

teaching hours only.

Work-oriented functional literacy, as suppo ted and

experir-mted by Unesco in a number of countries throughout

the world in the framework of the Experimental World Literacy

Programme, poses additional and new problems. It requires

not only clear understanding of the new concept, its aims and

implications but also expertise in the preparation and const-

ruction of its instructional materials and supporting serv-

ices. In addition, books and guides so far published are

limited in number, not widely distributed and .............

most of them are written in general terms or too a scientific

form.

The question arises how to simplify or to adapt

scientific requirements and modern costly equipments in such

way so that national authorities or local agencies cln

meet and supply them according to prevailing conditions,

avazN.lable equipmenta and expertise. It is for instance

known that all N-itIlern States in Nigeria have revised their

decade-old traditional primers to bring them in line with

the fungtional approach but their introduction has been

delayed for more than one year on account of prining and

paper-supply difficulties. In some States implementation has

been postponed due to leek of funds.

(This 000



This latter problem leads us to note the discouraging

fact of imbalance between formal or school education and in-

formal or out-of-school education with the detrimental conseq-

uence that literacy and adult education is given only e_ meagre

portion of education budgets. On the other hand devoloment

plans emphasize the need for huge increases in traineC and

skilled manyower. The Second Notional Develorment pinn of Ni ia

(1970-1974) for instance, states that there is only 20% and 2%

permanent literacy in urban and rural areas respectively, that

it needs the following increase in manpower within four years :

13,207

3- 378

72,109

102.306

high skilled (university graduates),
senior staffs

medium skilled (secondary
technicians,junior staff,

low-skilled (primary school lea e
operators, carpenters, etc .

minimum level manpower, office empioye.s
workers, etc.

L!lduates

It may be further questioned how developing countries

depending on 60 to 75 per cent on agriculture, can achieve

the required progress with a 50 to 85% per cent illiterate

farming population without launching sufficient literacy and

mass education. To quote Mr. B. R. Sen, former Director-

General of FAO :

"... the progress of any dev lopment of agriculture

depends to a large eictent on overcoming the obstacle

of illiteracy ..."

Certainly, the same applies to other fields industry, com-

merce etc. Not the least to the political, cultural And

spiritual development and unity of a country. It is to be

borne in mind that the obstacles to development are not of

technical nature only. As Mr. M. S. Adiseshiahl former Deputy

Director-General of Un sco once has stated: "The obstacles



"The obstacles have to be found in the

minds of men, and it is only if we can

succeed in finding ways of changing

human behaviour that we shall be able

use the science, technology and the

resoul-ces they have made available to

us for peaceful and constructive pur-

poses."

In the field of literacy the final aim of which is the

total eradication of illiteracy, the scourge on earth and the

basic obstacle to dev lcpment, encouragingly enough, mass

campaigns are being accompanied by work-oriented fun ti nal

literacy experiments which are related directly to economic

and social development.

In line with this trend and to support the gradual

transformation from traditional to fun tional literacy the

author takes the courage to present in this simple booklet

simplified steps in the hope that they can be of practical use,

particularly Lc' the men in the field. At the end some possible

lines of action are suggested as how to mobilize additional and

new resources for the financing and implementation of greater
efforts. Apart from the conventional resources and recently

introduced legal provisions, there are examples in the history

of the battle against illiteracy of non-financial means such

as patriotism and national sense of dignity as applied success-
fully by Indonesia. The author had the opportunity to be one
of the early planners and inspectors. Within a short period of
5 Years (196c '964) Indonesia succeeded in producing 24 million
literates. The whole undertaking waS mainly financed by the
people (80%) and only 20% by the Government.4 Iran wlich has

been attacking the enemy with "Armies of knowledge" could wipe
out illiteracy among 500 000 citizens in one year (1968 5
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Illiteracy is a universal concern. Learning from each

other's experience iS necessary, coordinated and concerted

actions at all levels, and co-operation between national and

international agencies are required.

Finally, author should state that he has attempted

adapt the content of this booklet to Unesco's ideas but the
opinions and suggestions expressed do not necessarily represent

the views and official policies of the Organization.

Amir H. Nasution.



I. FIGHT AGAINST ILLITERACY

ILLITERACY hats. been 'regard d a an erremy' -and ollikt Whiehkeeps people in darkness, bound to their tradlitioliS'kiid iritit-ions; makes people resistant to change and new ideas1 and isolatedfrom progress, thus unaware and incapable Of meeting the demandsof their changing., environmeht andJ ever-progressing- world-
;.

Mr. Rene Matkeu, Directoe-Geherarlef' 'Ones, his reporthe United Nations (October 1963) pointed ont in Short
,

"the_ existence. of literacy IS 'not only a .ddni*Ati of a
fuhdamental human-right but also' a' major obetacle to
economic development and a threat to peAce.

to social peace in the first place but alsoto international peace,..... implicit in a fast-increasing inequality."
-No %fonder that a continuous ,fight.a,gaipst that enemy h sbeeh waged since denturies by progressive gt?vernments and privateagencies_such 'as religi9us and1political grOups. .lt was r not aneasY:ihattle ,at all, not only because ,of ithe enermoua number,of-.-

maSseS tO be driiVrn from the darkness to,,.lightt, ,the lithurgy .andresistance of the people themselves etc. but partly also becauseof the barriers, and difficulties mount,edE hy feudalism, colonialismand selfish groups.
' , iL ; ,1 . '

-and- edecat-torral----c-ondrtidWa- yed.--fia-le-sa greater',problems. The rate of population increase (often called
explopion) ahd the, huge ,stream pf,i,lliterate young peopleente`rind the- reserwiir annihil,ated the ,small ,-1.4-Ajoliories,rhchievod.In the 'patht there werel.mere failurep t.Nark spccesiscp,9, i.NeVertheless

j'h*-6V4ory, has .rec-62-,ded a f"ew monumental achipvements leo gwl ibmickwar4ausi*ihiCh d'irectlY after 14er gloripustregalution .embaikedE uponmasS camP&I'gns-throxigh9pi the,vaStz.tPritory-(bARRA -onjAecliee,-J1919)
-f" ;410cn-de Petueehi-1924:1-1941,some 50 willion illiterates and 30 million semi-literates attendedclasses. , Denmark, in, as early; aS.3.a4A decreedtchildren and adulteducation -t-6 -1-i&r.--sTrect tretira"-rdellieref--gt-ic---aii-d--6conornic progresscould be attributed. - r =

k 3 f -)t`A thrning knaiht. Came w,4-cb ithe birth,.of,,indepehderrt nations,industrial deVeloPthent, progress of science and technology andcloser international link. The Universal Declaration of HumanRights declares the right of every citizen to education. Thismeans the right of those who have missed schooling (illiteratesto literacy education. Further the United Nations recognizeilliteracy as an obstacle te international understanding and athreat to world equilibrium. This international avrareness, coupledwith some sense of moral obligation among ex-colonizers towardstheir former colonies has led to international, either bilateralor multi-lateral co-operation and assistance.
I 10



Further, it has been found out that illiteracy carrel-
ates with ignorance, poverty . and dissos$ .that-Lit_L-cts as brake
to. development. :To -quote ,A passage .frpm,lwiteracy 19'61=1-969

off}17.0 iper .cent .and J35- per cent1 might'
_.be regarded. as 4 tWO..,- critical points in the r 'pt.%) g-r-esrE Ofliteracy. If the illiteracy rate in a country is about
79- Per Cent. or:,.oVercne cannot generally Jexpect a dec-,t-i reaSe in the. Aumbere hbf; eratos-;- but once the-: te
drops below the 35 per cent level a decrease in the
number can be expecteda, A 35 per-, cent illiteracy rate
might thereforei ; be considered as a:target' flbure in
the battle against illiteracy.t! :In other words, anilliteracy rate of 35 per cent is a requisite for a
develoPment

z:

As regards correlation betWeen 16-V21 611- litercy and le 1
of per capita income, statistics and Analysis fror.L.Africa counvte
ries :-show- that adult literacy' wilier 596 is"round A-i6s-tly in, the
:co-Untrida with Income 'Under over''P%
countVies with an 'inCOme per capita' o-Ve'r '066: --Of C164ree-,.-ecib
correlated figures should be'.-katba wilh caUtion lecuse there..are
Many -,-factors that pintitienne tbeAii".

e :
.-1;- 7 i-r t )(-Positively -effeaking,-. literacy Id a `fa&-tor in :deirielopmept,

thus should be related to or integrated into -,d'exVieSpni'L.1:-It f;rojects.
To this end adult education including illite c must -be made func

birth 'of natibna1l poiztica1 itiLeendenC'e creating
v ondthcfrn Li'Mpetu-e 'with thie r1s1ngtepectat1ns of ne w'- -n tl
the hing of na -diev:eiopedt ans 1ix te ra.C-e4 tc; .i'mp-rove
-the. livAng 'stand'ard of- fhe anti%iffhp ninnses,, 6F. =c1.-.1"1.tel.,''- havebeen rentivated,- tiowever in epit:'Of
'all- nAtional energetic -ilia lirje..scale j14.1"x:ia-ki'ngs c1.1

"national- Assistance giiren Afifibrie Cbd.ntr-- n 917

The- Dark' Continent remain s-I-dark

This is clearly pictured in the World Map of
shows that the largest prt of Africa is still coveriyw!a 8!;c1. tPd b y over °

cent. per c ent $ the ''rést-lby; 50. cLo-'''rtiti
'7s

-I-. !., 4

,
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Table 1. Percentage of illi,terates in popul4at1an.
Age reVel

9

Yéa
EM11.1alq

Cameroon
Congo (Brazavi lie

.1 1.Ivory Coaat
Ethiopia

GhanaGuinea
!PrI3rf?-1;
'Lib'eri a
Nadagaacar .

Niger
144-99,i`,1a

"F-Shegal
Tanzania

Table

, -1962-
-1961

1962,
1965 '92

-,

.1965

-; -1-962 86 :

-. 1962. .7.. 75--
19-6p =98.

. .
'11.961.

1962 86
1963

;-- ,

j.

TA, 96. (f,
11 ".

;=.

95

;.)

ria Edneatibnal attainmen t; rear d ver-

(... ,

Literate 4,-Sohool-Cert."Illit=,in-AdMan -" PriMitrY.
. .

''""1124 School above

Rukial "-
7596 ;--10%- i?A 296

. . -

2 `...9896

t; t- 1 2
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In addition to above pi -tured facts, Africa in general has also
the lowest primary school intake (as low as 8 to 15%), and maybe
also the highest primary schoal drop-out rate being 30 to 60%
according to some reports. Mathematically speaking, the dark
picture-becomes still-darkerikf-in-a-cuuntrY-Wi"e11-11-00.0r,U00
school age children only 10% attend school,i.e. 100,00O:and;if
opt of this 40% will drop cart (40,000) then it means that 900,600
pi-us- 40 000 chi I-dren (9496)-ce1-1-1 -betenmetrrit erat '--17c51TETI-I1he wrl I

enter the dark adult world and makes the ntrmber of illiteracy
every year still larger. It is abundantly clear that'in such ,

cOuntries the battle must be waged in.,two fronts, the adultand
the youth battlefield. In this cases as there are no schoolA
available, only out-of-school education can be provided fbr'these
children. An innovative wayout must ,be foOnd, and thati.AmptAing
else but youth literacy education in class.instruction and or in
small groups.' Youth literacy becomes'a' mubt. It should be
eTphasized that through this literacy those younger generation
can be saved, and made literate in about one year instead of 4-5
years at school (the required time for becoming permanently lit:-

erate). It should be remembered that ,the primary and secendary
sehoolage years are the best period in human life tc
Inherent to this fact, of course, the 'Content and methed and
instructional literacy and pest-literaeY materials s--lould be-
adjusted to the youth age-level, their needs and interest and
their living conditions. Further, it is certainly much better to
bring them into light of knowledge at thisistage than te postpone
it till theirold age. "prevention is better than curing."

Of colirse, countries with nomade tzribes face an additional
problem, and Might be compeliled to provide!ways and means for '

individual literacy learning.

The pieture_given may look,tg e,,dark, tefiguros t
conservatr:ve. it'is tfiereforel tte more encouraging to s e better
uautitatieeachievements, inereaSing results of many improved and

expanded efforts in the last years, e.g. Guinea has a mass prog-
emote- -te- envol--8096-.-of -her -en I -till ter tr-m-p eta atkri aaa- for

%this purpose 45;400 Aecondary eCheol 1
4tudents 5.1 000 school teaich-C.

ers and 600 university students were gi,Nren training in literacy;
mork in 1968. Tanzania haw,obliged,a/I school tachers and rural
development workers, ,and mobi1i.zed farmers, commnnity leaders and

--Etanty-rnembers-. et c or -her---nal,--korral-- ri-t4e.ra-c
well-planned programme to wipe out,,the hational 0nemY155r St=a6eY1';
for instance, it has ',been working to achieve total eradieatiOn Of
illiteracy' in three districts;before the end ,of this year:. !.Flor,'
the .work-oriented lit'eraCy, eXperiMbntal project in 1971rshe,:-wiil
have in the field 400 inspee-WrM_And...3(),W_t_raineri_inAtmuctors...._!

aong!5Wath:-the"efforts for better quantAa'tiVe-results
guaUtative been introdueed in many,countries,
through innovative curri-ulum development,:better methRde of

I 1 13
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teachings revision of old primers or production of new 'literacy
materials based on funetional approach,, -more intensive literacy
instructor training, use of mag-s media, etc It ,should, also be
-.noted that some gevernments have, given more and_perious thought
on the improvement of the so far, existing imbalance between
formal and informal 'education as- regards ,planning, financing .and
personnel. Te'cite the concern expressed at the Commonwealth.,
Education Conference, 1968 in this regard :

"The low priority :accOrded tO adult, education- and,
adult literacy, gistified as ,it may have been in7-1..
the past, shduld be rethedied in _the light of: the
new role discerned for programmes of functional
adult education including literacy, fQ.1.-. which cost
has been a major cause, Of delay.,in implementing
programmes. Even, on the., old ,basisi;.it could be.-
argued that adult educatien might be ,more .gruitful
them hastily -prometed expansion of primary eduo-a
ation ... Furthermore, school education forchildren is slower to yield results, as it in
spy-earl over a number of years instead .of the one
or two years required to provide ,an, Adult with
a modicum of useful'.education, which pan:be,'retlated
-to job opportlanities in a way that school education
cannot ... .Such programmes should be accorded high
priority and should be ,developed as an.essen,tial
cOmplement to' formal .education." ,

The newly re-activated concept of life-1o12f, education
has also given rise to re-thinking and, better., understandingi.
Formal -school education id not enough or, learning doe's; not -,-stop2
at leaving school.' Lif'e in the, present, and' ccimin 61 world
requ'47eis, continuous learning.. Life has additional, demsnds I

and',.new:-adpir at on S. Eve'ry 'Worker, male and female, alike, thel'
highly skilled and the layman, must follow the swift changes
and 'progress of science and technology .and has, always to learn
something more 'in order tiri Survive, to keep atIreast and -not to
fall 'behind or 'become out of 'date ,i4f 'knowledge, profession -and-skill.- In' conc lUs ion', 'adult' education including 1 i...eracy forms
an ;integral part of Ilfe-leng
in; the Chain of life-wlong'echication. th.e f,ight , against
-e-eacisaY-FTgt- jitist a preliminary Stage's wiiieh',.should:,bo A'ollXowed
iby:: po't-literacy and. other -adullt ediic at ion at ag?s. Thrct4913:.
'-funct-tonal' ap14.bach 'and ilifi-tkigy .°:t act ion of the environment,

-1-akter'ad-yN-findsi cant:Oct of adult education-,
**lit.* are-iv-44 66'inb plded in 't:he oVerall context of :

long learning.
--It- fal hritlid

international .'-ddncern. ab'otit-
Fti`ll'Ow*n

Assembly of the United Nat-i-Vn'

with satisfaction tl-w,t mentioned
e crisis in, illiteracy has .taken a-

F,e0lutio n of the General
tire' --91-01;rx "Lite cy

14
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Programme which after the adoption of the new concei3t of funct-
ional aiteracy in 1965, was reformed into the present :jai-1d
Experimental, Literacy Prpgramme. In the frAmework of tbis
programme advisory/planning missions were, sent to 38 .countriesi
12 major or macro prooects costino aboU1 -I-J5 Z59,000,000 end
7 micro projeets/experiment were launched, ancl-toChnieal ,

,assistance given by Unesco to- a -number. -of countries outside .
the World- EXPerimental Literacy PrograMme, UoN0 end
international agencies, foreign governments :and private bodies
continued to provide financial and material assistance, in
addition to moral support (appeals, and pledges), given by non-
governmental organizations, economic enterprises, heads of
states, and world leaders.

.
The ,conomic Commission for, Africa (EcA) Already in 1964,

adopted a resolution inviting. Member. States to include "the
eradication of illiteracy within their, Overall development plans"
and recommended the esk,abliShment of literacy programmes "in
accordance wit% the most urgent needs of social and economic
development". ' - - =

,

1.,astly, in connection with the_ pecond_Develppment Decade
the General Conference of Uneseo in ,the end of 1970 p-dopted a
resolution includincwa recommendation to Member, States:

"to include the concept, of. human:idevelopment and
, lifelong: education- in,all aspects of school; mod

out-of-school education, including literacy Rrog-
ramme s

Summing.,u.pil...the.-!fight: so 'far haS:fnot.-.been successfia fenqugh.:: .

-The:, number of ikliterates .i2: still.-inCreasinga.i!-Thetraditio.c. with .its1..related methods etc;., r :proVed
to be,,of -rio gx.-eat practical trao4 leacting to .relap:pe, s:nd..bring-f

ing; about wastage. ; r. ,:f ;

;Tki ,ro.le and urgeppy, of. lit pracy,,for -Ithe,.development:f
of ,an individual. and a, society, -ariationas,,a whole -and al-world
communinet.-aarge heen recognized. rapre. emphos.-
Aged and -.bette r-. reallized tn ttpa..!lat3V. , ye arq alre)oaconoraic, aSpect
has, ;been.,brought: :into: brighter ght and, 'focus Some. -new

uporx: lititpriacy. :as .:an ,-.4-1F3APIletrg3'etble
..t he chain- of; ljpet1.4.6ireq1iiiiiitApiis: ;171:Keraey.;as-'47Criftegral

compqnent -In economic development,v_.illitorac-y being, omplox
L-De -I:ought.. at, .:Nlr'ani-Sn10 fronts new ,cpneept .711a:8' been

introduced. . it Is, hoped:thEtt,t..thAP wLll leaI tropro:vetd, ond :new
meAsures -and programmes ;of., act

The organizational and financial problems will be dealt
t.4 44 the :next -ehe.:Ptere 9 ,PArti:emAarXy, the, tecbiligek ;aspects

. mp mes of -:-kbe-,desired., road to, be, ,-,folUopze 4 v. cAr:om itraclit, I onea;
to functionalAf 'literacy AXI4-,Aleyeloinnent!af-_-.L----.;:-.,;- %1

-s 't 3: "-1;,z!,.1: Nt:!,:zJ

ki 15



II LITERACY _EDUCATION

GENERAL

12.

.
The history of the fight against illiteracy shows that ,

literacy teaching started a few 'centuries B.C. has not only a non-,

spectacular result but also a slow development. The centuries-old

aim of teaching rudimentary skills of reading and writing, the 2 R's

because in many cases arithmetic isexcluded, has survived till the

present modern time, although slightly modified for improvement.

However, the need for literacy haS grown more rapidly, and

the significance of readin g and writing abilities has become more

evident with the development of industry (industrial revolution),

the progress of science and technology, and the conscience of man.

The emergence of independent nations st-iving for economic and social

development, nation-building as a,who,Le also necessitates more atten-.

tion and greater efforts for the improire;Men't-and expansion ef lit-

eracy teaching.
:

,The truth of centuries-old wise saying : "Man must learn

from his cradle to his grave" has emerged, and its real value manif-

ested in actual life experience. Life has become more complex, and

the struggle fer it more difficult. Literacy is no longer an

efficient and adequate weapon in the fight for existence and progress.

Literacy abilities must be supplemented by other knowledge and skills

provided by adult education. thus, literacy has become part axid

parcel et" this wider education. Adult education itself is necessary

for everybody, primary school leavers aS well as univereity graduates,

highlyeskilled,as well as low-skilled indiVi-duala, and laymen.

The old.and so far, forgotten idea or concept of life-long ,

eAucation-ilas become alive and activated, and adult educa'tion includ-

ing literacy is on the right-way to insert its appropriate place in

it.

. To this end, the most important and crucial thing required

is, to show in practice its real value and direct benefit to the ,

learners and to those responsible for adult education. Literacy

teaching in particular, has to meet this demand. In the.fellowing

chapters ,we shal,1 see the position and, abilities of traditional

literacy in this regard as compared to functional literacy. .

CONCEPTS AND METHODS

Along with that aim, the old concept which has built up

itself intola."life-long" tradition,,is stIll regarded as the means

in mass campaigns air large-scale'operations. The concept of teaching

literacy as an end in itself and noninclusion of a socio-economic

component is fulfilling the aim, is sufficient to achieve the

elementary standard of attainment pimed at.
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Concepts define or indicate the teaching methods and
techniques to be applied.

Educational pay hologists say that there is r_ special
.p..sof learning reading and of laarnit_22.:_i-ritina. In other
,ords, the teaching of reading is to be based on different psychol-
ogical findings_ than the teaching of writing.

Mr. William S. Gray in the report ef his extensive study
on the teaching ef reading -nd writing, which took him two years to
complete (1952-1954), after discussing social and linguistic factors
(the role.of reading and writing in fundamental education, and inf-
luence of type of language on literacy training) stated th t psycho-
logical,fact-lrs should be considered with.equal eare."

Mental process s are difficult to describe. Studies in
psychological processes of reading have resulted in vario-_is findings,
depending on the time and the nature of the research or ..xperiment
but basically on the change or progress of theories or pr4nciples in
psychology which greatly influence the methodology of teac, ng. For
instance, before Gestalt Psychology the method which starts. aching
with single letters (alphabetic and phonic method) and comb_ tions
of a few letters (syllabic method) as units - nonsenSe units _rid
meaningless syllables - was widely accepted and used. Gesta_t
psychology says that forms and objects are perceived _?_s wholc-A or
totalit1es, later in increasing details produces the global or
sentence-method.

In the field of writing similar development has been
observed. In the early=lperiods synthetic methods were widely u,ed
starting teaching with elements of a letter, horimont 1 lines,

:Ind short lines,' curves etc., all n...,nsolase units
which procedure is against the psychelogical process of perception
and interest of the individual. By its rigidity and imposition of
nlearning" it ignores the personality of the learner and kills his
interest. Too much attention was concentrated on form and quality
of handwriting. In the, last years the teaching of wholes (letters
separetely or connected) has been introduced.

Both, the teaching of reading and writing, have to take
account of .the :nee of the learner, 'his mental abilities, feelings,
will-strength etc. which differ according to.age and experience.
Dr. M.O. Durojaiye, a psychologist in the Department of Adult Educ-
ation, Ibadan University for instance, was listed a member of dif7
ferences in learning process between a child and an aduit (Appendix

Of cour e, among adults themselves In a,literacY class
there exist diff rences in mental abilities, mental maturity, logical
way of thinking, etc. which should be taken note of.

zr.
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Further, both teachings are inter-related in practice.
The ability to recognize and read letters and words assist the act
of writing. We write something we know or We must know first the
symbol or form we are going to write. In all instruction, th re-
fere, the teaching of reading precedes that of writing. Its
-Tresent- handwriting as regards its aim and method and exercise does
not pose special problems, flthough it is of no less importance
and interest to the learner in hi,s daily life - we shall further
con entrate on the methods of teaching reading.

As pictured above, methods have undergone various changes
due to development in psychology, concept and aim of reading, social
and linguistic factors. Needless to say that there is no such thing
as a universal method, suitable and applicable in all situations
for all peoples and languages.

It suffices here to present the various methods with a
short description and mentioning criticisms or objectioiT'Th'5dëtO
each method, bearing in mind the objectives of teaching perfect
reading. They are to teach/cultivate :

(1) reading skills
.

_ .

(2) accuracy and independence in word reiztognition,

(3) comprehension, thoughtful reading,

(4) intelligent and critical attitude to ideas presented in
reading materials,

(5) readiness to apply the acquired knowledge, or new ideas,
applicable and useful,

(6) interest in fu ther reading for learning.

1. Alphabetic method

This is the oldest method and used universally since years
B.C. till the early part of this century. Apart from all Critici,sms
it lookS'oertainly as the most ready-made and simplest method of
teaching, and the easiest one for an author te construct and write.
Teaching starts with the smallest elements, single, letters which after
being drilled and repeated thoroughly will be mastered-bythddtuaents.
They learn the names of the letters in their alphaheticalerder.by
repeating them as many times OB necessary till thipy are familiar with
the forms and sound.after which they will be ta.ught t9, combine ;the
separate letters first into syllables and later into words andsent-
ences. If they master the letters sufficiently-, they will be able

1 8
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without much difficulty it is assumed, to recognize new combin-
ations. In many cases, the first letters given are the vowels in
order to facilitate combination. Due to this process of teaching
(from single elements to combinations) the method is called synthetic
or spelling method. The primer ip often given the name of"ABC Book".

To at ract and maintain the attenti n and.interest of students
later on, some devices have been thought out e.g. by immediately ass-
ociating newly introduced letters with syllables and short words; by
introducing each letter in a picture resembling the letter or over
which the letter can be drawn to show the resemblance or out of which
the letter can pe drawn, as applied in Lauback methods (sometimes in
a too artificial way) ; by introducing the letter in different words
beginning with the letter.

Examp- 1 e

a

ba be bi
na ne ni

ba be
ba bu
ba na

be be
.be bo
be nu

bi
bi bu

na

bo
no

bo bu
bo na
be nu

bu
nu

bu ba
bu be
bu no

From these syllables combinations can be formed as many as
possible among which meaningful words can occur or specia ly Select a.

Crit ms/Ob ections

1) Presenting single elenents (letters) to be kearfted.initially,-
notabene meaningless ,units is not'in accordance with the-Psycho-
logical process of perceiving' forms and.objects. In other,words
it is not the natural waY human beings .learn somethinga

=. .

13
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(2) Mechanical drill, particularly in this case of n nsense
units is boring and may kill the interest of the learner.

(3) It may also c este a dislike for readila

(4) It does not lead to reading
other hand it may encourage
the element and meaningless

The Phonic Method

for soMething-(meaning), on the
the learner-to just gues ing
combinations.

This method, similar tothe Alphabetic method, starts
teaching with elements. However, if the latter teaches th names

of the letters the former!teaPhes their sounds which produc syl-
lables and words. The seund is repeated, while pointing to or
looking at the form (letter), as many times as necessary till the
association between sound of,ithe letter and its form is established.
LI' -thsle-anner has mastered a few sounds, it is assumed, that he
can'form large combinations (syllables worda/drid recognize pew
combinations. Therefore, this method is also a snti_y_ie_z_tic method.

Propon nts say that the phonic elements in the whole
alphabet can be taught in a logical sequence. As a rule vowels
come first, consonants are introduced in combination with vowels.

Criticisms Objections

(1) This method is criticised as the Alphabetic Method, for its
teaching of elements (sounds nonsense units f:7.rst to come
to meaningful words.

It is also giving too much emphasis on mechanical practice
Itendless" repetitions of meaningless sounds, too much
emphasis on word recognition.

A consonant can not be accurately sounded except in combin-
ation with vowels, and may have a different sound if pron-
ounced separately.

(4) This method is limited in use. It:can be applied only to a
phonetic language, having phonetic or pronunciation spell-
ing in which each sound is always represented bY a single
letter (form) or in other words, where each letter written
is sounded always the same. It is hardly practicable for
an alphabetic language.

-LTI

(2)

1 '; .

-Partial improvenientS and innov-ati nehalierc 611:-AP.tr94MOed,,.,t. , ... .. ,to. minimize the shcirtcominO, e.;g". by.nse of pActl.ir 0,ancl.cpXourm..;,
ing.the lettere' ;tPreeentat-xon Of' the letterS visual4Y-.-and la,:ral)11544

... ,. . . .,.,,... ,

20
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introduction of the letters according to their frequency; immed-
iate combination of learned letters into meaningful combinations
etc.

3. The Syllabic Method

In this method the basic or key unit used is a syllable
which a e taught by repeated exercises. If the student has mas-
tered recognition and pronunciation effa few syllables, he goes on
to combining them in words (either meaningless or meaningful) and
further words into short sentences. Thus, this. mettiod ia also a
synthetic method. After repeated exercises the student can decipher
words and sentences, constructed from syllables he has already
learned. The elements of a familiar Or learned syllable or words
can be recognized. The4student can aualime a Word into its syllablesand a syllable into its elfements (letters).

The method is suitable, particularly for syllabic languages
i.e. languages the root-words of which are basically syllables, suchas Spanish and Portuguese and many vernacular languages in Africa
and South-east Asia. In these languages many syllables are them-
selves complete or meaningful words already so that with a limited
number of syllables meaningful sentences can be conStructed. The
mechanical exercises with meaningless syllables can be passed as
soon as possible.

Example

be.

bi
bu

ba be
be' bi
ha bu

be.

bi
bu

ba

bu.

be bu
bu

ba
bi
bu

In Indonesian language the syllable "bu" has a meaning (mother), all
syllable-combinations are meaningful words Already. This example
shows that-with three letters introduced in :threesyllables a number
of worda can be constructed whiCh facilitates and quickens the step
to meaningful reading.

21



Criticisms/Objetions
_

(1) This method is also open to criticism as the 'two previous onesas regards its use of "brokenu units, and consequently use of
meaningless syllables in its drill and mechanical exercisewith all its cOnsequences mentioned.

The ability,to recognize add pronounce meaningless syllablesin words does not secure reading.fer meaning.

The,method is suitable only for languages with- sImple syllable
structure, particularly for syllabic languages.

a

Improvements have been devised and introdu ed by usingpictures illustrating the selected syllables, by systematising theintroduction of new syllables and ordering new words according tofrequency, by going over as s on as possible to meaningful. worphrases and sentences.

4; The Word Method
_

The basic unit tostart here is a word called key-word whichis taught by reading-and pointing to it (focussing attention to)repeatedly; Through these exercises of repetitions and recognition(saying and seeing)" of the key-word either singly or in coMbinationwith one or two other words, the students learn to Memeniz6"andcomprehend the word. This method is regarded much better than theprevious ones which apply nonsense elements and meaningless syllableunits. It starts from the very beginning with wholes, fOr_recognitionand comprehension which stimulates intelligent exercise, and whencombined into sentences leads to reading for meaning. It'accordsthe pSychological process of.pereeption and.personality factors othe tndividual (attenton interest, Xike.and dislike etc'o). Theint6reat of the learnerin reading is thereby cultivated.

' Wordi thoughtfully learne4 and,thoroughly comprehendedthat-way Can then be:broken down or analyzed into their unitsj -lables arid letters li:r*D 1 arner himself mith .sufficient guidatic4.22.

JA Following these procedures the method is then synthetic anLJanalytic cal led analytic-;sYnthet ic

with

The use of pictures, word cards and other devices is again__helping the student in recognizing and comprehending words. A specialtype of this method is called the "normal words method" which introd-uces at the outsibt a number of words at the same time which repre-sent the most frequent and needed basic seeinds of the language. Inthis type the learner is directly familiarized with the necessaryphonetic sounds and symbols.



(eel)

(uncle o-'m
o o 131

Second page of a key
word method book
nien pn Zeggen (-see
and say) used in schools
in Holland.
Edition 319 yedr 1950-14

(one)

(uncl eats)

e e

e e n

o o rn eet

ee

Criticisms 'ections

Note : though it is a
book for school'children-
it gives a simple but
clear picture of the
'Method'.

(1) It is feared that the early introduction of words will.be too
difficult.

Pi the early periods analysis was introduced at a very late
stage, and it Was argued that the' student py himself would be
ignited to do the needed analysis by his intuitive insight.
This raised doubt and criticism. Ealier analysis exercise
with,suffinient guidance has therefore been recommended and
introduced.

The Phrase:Mothod'-

This method-takes a phrase unit to be taught. .As in,the
ormer methods the student learni the unit by seeing and repeating
the phrase written by-the instructor on a blackboard. It is assumed
that the unit can be learned (recognized and comprehended) more easily
because it is a complete whole representing.a thought-unit which
facilitates intelligent-and efficient 'reading. Out of a phrase a,
word is then selected Modt_sliitable for being eareful.ly studied for
analysis ,of its elements ('syllables and letters). The word is treated
as a key-word in the word method. Thus, this method is called Ipaly-
tic. Analysis comes first and synthesis follows When the student
has learned letters (in most cases through syllables).

_x_sHm P 1

Good morning, -friend.

I'm John. _

What's your name?

I'm Joseph.

etc.
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Through oral repetitions the class learns to recognize and to
pronounce correctly the following words (one by one).

Good morning friend, what is your name?

Then the word " end" is ch.sen. To quote the guide given iñthe
relevant teacher ' book :16

"For'the writing exercise analyse the sounds of the word
fr1. Write it slowly on the blackboard. Then write f

APW

only and teach the learners to write It.. Then:ail the
other letters .of friend in the same way until.they emir'
write the Whole z7177- (p. .).

CritiCisms/jNectiens

This method is open to similar criti isms as the-word method.

Some critics say that a chosen phrase might not represent a
-suitable eye-fixation unit.

(3); Compared .vrith the other "simpler" methods it is-unec homic

The Sentenc- Method

The unit is a sentence representing a totality (Gestal ).
A total whole of a thought which is, it is argued, .the true unit in
a language, the natural'unit in reading and speaking. In this way
the method starts from ttle very first beginning with Meaningful
material, which through repetiticins can be,comprehended and recog-
nized at sight more "easily" (compared to reading nonsense elements
and meaningless syllables). As mentioned earlier this method is .

derived from.Gestal Psychology, is in accordance with the concept
of learning with Gestalt. It is called the saobal method.

'7

Specially pre-pared sentences (sentence cards suitable for
class and individual use) are read repeatedly by the learners together
or individUally till they can read them and recognize the component
words.- The process of analysis or"de-qlobalization" is regarded of
crucial importance. It is assumed that thi;."urgjl or "ability" for
analysis will emerge when the learner has learned a zufficient
number of sentences and words. He will then analyse each word into
its elements (syllables and letters). Therefore synthesis, in pure
adherence to the theory, is neglected or comes very late in the
sequence of reading activities. The use of wall pictures with
sentences, (sentence cards for class use), sentence cards and word
cards (for individual use) which may be mouV into their élemente
etc. is a necessity in this method.
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It is argued that this-method if correc ly and thoroughly
applied can meet the objectives of-geolHreading.

However, doubts have been expressed as to the soundness of
the Gestalt concept and the "word-analysing theory". Further, it
criticised that it,lays too much attention to reading for meaning,
and devotes insufflient time for accurate word recognition and
synthesis. Many users say that the method is too complex, too
difficult for common literacy, teachers to apply.

In conclusion there are many methods, and it is impos ible
to determine which one is the best for universal use : A Method is
just a means - -22 course it should be a good and suitable means - to
achieve a goal in an efficient and quick way and possible also in
an easy and cheap way. We know what the aim of _good .readingelw.- 'We
also know that each language has its characteristics and that learners
differ in age, background and experi nce, educational level, also in
needs and interest.

A method should take note thor=, ,

it should be remembered that how excellent a m thod is, its applip-
ation, . and succetes depends to a great extent also on the 'pelality of
teachers who apply it. In battle terms : the most modern and suit-
able weapon to kill the enemy, in this case illiteracy,will be use-
less in the hand of a soldier who does not hale) SUffiCient knewledge
and skill to handle it.

We know 'the quality of literacy teachers and fiel,d workers in
most "illIterateo countries. We are also aware of the lack of. funds
to buy' expensive literacY materials and teaphing aids, and the- 4

absence of modern'equipment to: produce them. At the same time we
reaLize the urgency for large scale actionslthat mass campaigns are
and will remain an imperatilie for a 'ong, long time to come0 only
simplified application'of scienceltechnology and thodern theories may
bring about practical_solutions and actual deeds. In practice :

simplicity for practicability.

In the next chapters we shall discuss Traditional and
Functional Iliteracy, and try, at the end to give a detailed compa is n
between the two concepts._



TRADITIONAL LITERACY

GENERAL

Tr ditional Literacy is the product of time.
to a historical evolution. The term "trditional"
course, has been added to the concept after a Ii7ing.e::.isto_
it. As mentioned earlier the effort to teach reading and
ing started centuries ago. In Europe it went back tcl_ the t
of the Greek phylesophers4.in the Middle East -to the :oeriod of
the Pharao s and in the Fer East to the era of the groat Chinese
dynasties, a few centuries D.C. - The fight against illiteracy
making, Use of tbat "concept". has continued till -1 few decades ago,
in a number of countries even till now. As it is the case.with
inventions and theories in other fields e.g. with meelieines,
clothes, molecule theory etc. the condept underwent chnnges, at
the end was found unsuitable or out-dated. Thio was particulaily
brought about by experience, and pushed forward by new demands of
life, .progress in science including psychology and technology.
The concept used traditionally'during all the'centuries in the
past has been "crowned" with-the title ttradit1ona1I when a new
concept emerged i.e functional. litcry. Director-
General of Unesco; in his report to the United Nations on co
operation for the eradication of illiteracy, "doetored" that
illiteracy is also a major obstacle -to economic.devokopment.
Following the Teheran Congress (1965), and after the new concept
or "ideology" hns been adopted officially by its Gonei!al Confer-
ence the Orgaraziltion changed the namefdorld dteracy Programme
into World Experimental Litera y Programme.and ao!aireadknown,
Started with advisory misoions ;7.nd with launching,f-mctional
literacy experiments, precisely openking work-oriented literacy
programmes.

Trnditi nal lite acy.has become obsoltc and blat d (in
all fairness it is the people Who hftve defended and used it
Are to be blamed). Compared to functional literrncy _;eople are
apt to say-that traditional literacy is me:Iningless, wastlge
f time, energy and capital.: theY Ire in their rieht because
they.speak out the truth proved by.surveys, research findings
and experience. Some 'ritiarters mrly blame thope pee..,1L: for applying
such harsh words. It may be so but in all fairness zj:Flin and obj-
activity it ia now these groups and individuals 'ty h... ure to be
blamed or at least to be condoled.

dhy? They re informed about the shortcotiinjs and cr
lures, or they have seen and experienced the trag:c consequence-
traditional literacy hut, notwithstanding, they t;efend it or go

on with it although it is unsuited and inefficient, :Ind not killing
the enemy. It is like taking or giving a kind or meuicine which
cannot cure the disease effectively because it has 1-st its power
or has Lmeome out-dated. Naturally, in cases of emergency every
man will be inclined or compelled to look for rescue in every hop

,471: 26



giv ng medicine or tool. In terms of fightinç, evry .:Yet on
ava lable will, of course, be used to fight en s enemy. But in
normal cases every rational man will make n cho CO r try to
improve the medicine or make a stronger weaponi If fieceszary by
acquiring some additional knowledge or by asking fur z,nvice
help from somebody else.

What are the shortcomings brAnging about mentioned
negative results of traditional literaey? There arc -tny factors,
social, cultural, psychological, economic and technic:J, apart from
financial reasons. To start from the point of view of the,patient
or illiterate,:

(1) As his environment in the rural area is very remote from
other villages and towns, and' life is very aimlo, he and
his mates are satisfied with their Po (though maybe not
unhappy) life. As everybedyis'abIe to do his work, the
community members do not need toJearn,reading ,And wr ting
to acquire new knoWledge and okill-0 ,If, there is n disease
they prepare their own medicine. yell, if, sick person
dies nothing can-be-done,:it-:-is:his lot- determined by
nature.or some evil power.

is there such a place with such community in any one
country? If there is, it is only a question of time till
communication and trade with the outside emergent, .1r till
government or somebody else comes to ouch people,opens-
their blind" eyes and fills, their l'emptY" mind. Literacy
can be Started of course if this happens and if motives
.and willingness emerge or are 'created. Litercy programme
-for this plade'will then appear at the bottom of a priority
list, in other terms the attack by-the literacy ,lmy to
this position of ignorance and backWardness mry be pootp ned.

(2) Groups of people or villagers living in a traditl nal and
closed cultere with its inherent customs and seperstitionfJ
which bind them to lbeir knit way of life or which dis-
courage them to except change or to take uz) cl:,so contact
with other more enlightened, grouPs, for w'ontever reailons,
may say that they are not in need of new knowloo or.skill.
This will disturb their peace-and threaten thcil- super-
culture.

Are there such groups or villfgers in the 1.rasent
independent countries? If this is the case, nc;.:1;1 the
urge for change and learning must generate froL!
from inner-unrest or dissatisfr.etion of indiviau..ls in the
group or it must come from outside brought either by silent
evolution or planned lction of:oome agency. :!_ga n, it
is a question of demand, and priority.

27
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In some countries government circles end res-
ponsible leaders do nut go to the battlefield of ill-

iteracy with the argument that the illiterrtee do not

have interest in learning due to the influehce of past
colonialiam or certain religiouo attitudes'(this again

due to ignorance or false interpretation). Jhatever

the truth may.be, such responsible persons may be co -

fronted with the question : Thus, those heeeen beings,
fellow citizens.must be blamed and_left tt their fate,

to remain in a steee_of ignorance, pevertyeend diepeee?
History and experience has proved thatedeeeete inferm-

ation publicity, persuasion -and motivatiele Are able to

create understanding and arouse interest.

Some people feel ashamed to ehew thor zhertcomingo or
ignorance by learning reading and wri ine if, public

(in classee) or think that they are t o-ule, to learn.

This socio-psychological barrier found in v Ilagers

as well as in town people can be surmountoe by various
means including psychological ways provided that their
environment or living demends some more knowledge and
skill for the improvement of their sociel or economic

-tatus to be gained through literecy.

-(4) Some isolated people say they cannot attend:class s

because of great distances and lack of traneport. These

people are right. In thia case facilities must .b

. brought to them. If they are provided literacy primers

one litera e individual may help them. One teach ono.

There are farmers mad workers who Ay that they have

no time left for going te, literacy classes. Theyare
too occupied and busy end too tired at the end of the

day., 'Others sey that the knowledge and ski:U.-they

poseeene_ is sufficient. There is no direct need.fer
learning re adiaUs and writing.

Are they reallytco busy t o h:vc no time left?
Maybe, but then only during certeen pe ioe'ee or seaso
Otherwise it can be shown . -lily that there is spare
time, at least during certain times in the week. Is

their knowledge and skill sufficient? It is against
basic human desire and life-need not to seek bettermen

not to earn more etc. Furthermore, it is elmost not
imeginable that the changing oituetion of their environ-
ment and benefit or advanteges Gained by fellolecitizens,
thole* to their being literate, will not open their eyes
and stir their fee1inge6--Thio-outeid -inflyeece may not

be under-eatIMaCed:

8



summary, in rural are:1s, in'villa,_ r ,-,* yfell in towns
there will be always people who say or think that tLey ,:2-) not need

to learn reading and writing, or th:At they .:10e not Atr,:etell by
literacy classes.. There are always environments that c not seem
to demand new knowledge or additional skill for the illiterAte
farmer, worker, driver, etc. But
ctivities which may help them.
agencies the problem is how to ar

in most cases they ela not reft.we
or government as well ar; privr,te
use understanding and confidence

.d to create _i_nterest. And most important-is how
literac is retill sonet_in tha
dirüctocjal nd econoHic benefit to the illiterate in his daily
lifei fer his iriAividual and communitybetterment., Ma benefit
accruing from literacy may take varioub forria.-' It T.1Jy be either
material, financial or non _aterial. ?urther, -mplicit in benef t
is intentivel which can gi e more spirit tc, the hesitrAine literate .

and'additional strength to the weak. Incentive may ra1n.,be material
or nonl-material. One among the latter io the desire to achieve_self-
z2lEoctand human dignity which can create a. 777J41-2T-77-77M1q7---
fighting iPirit, a strong will and even readiness to s::,crifice,
particularly in suppresSed and humiliated individuals and nations,
e.g. women folk Who, in many countries have sufferec, are
suffering from discriminative trentmentand humiliation by mon and
their community; poor groups in a soeiety 'Who have been oxploi e6
or cheated by their richer or educated elite; people wilo have
experienced all sorts of sufferings. Nnd humiliation from their
colonizers, imperialist or feudal masters. When they once have got
their freedom, the more if this has been att=iined by strained
efforts or hard ttrugglel-thei14`.sPirit for'independence can be
transformed into that- of freedom from ignorance and bir.ckwardness.
Their buz.ning desire to'show to the ex-colonial powerz r.)r cruel
oppressors that' they nre no longer slavesw thcA they human
beings who have self respeet and dignity, and able achieve
progress to improve their own lot may Create .., great lnner-pushine
power. One of the nreA successes achieved by such sirit and
situation has been manifested for instance by Indonesa. Along with
thib historic example, hawever that brilliant wieMplary achievement
has renewed the warning that'elementarY'literacy'or '17,artial cure
of the,disease is not sufficient becz.lise a prt of the new literates
will fall back into illiteracy or the disease- will re-ap7lcar. In the
terms of gary Burnet in her booklet "ABC of Liter7xY" it is not
enough to feed n hungry man or to cure a sick- miln btlt te former
must al-So be Provided with a way to .01 n hio living r-Jacl the latter
must-be. taught:to avoid the unhygienic practices tfltimAe hiM sick.

. To achieve.this table literaty Must.'3e adapted
working cycle,learning .abilities of the adult illiterltes, geared

to their felt needs and real interest. As-it ir; note:1 earlier and
will be.expIained further, particularly' froM the"fd6O_Aical point
view traditional literacy doez not'fulfil'the re.-J'airements and is

_

therefore "branded" "meaningless" and wasteful..

C
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AIM AIT) CONTENT

From the above review it it clear that the aim of
traditional literacy since the conturies ago has been
the teaching of reading and. writing an sich, being
an end in itself. This means that the content is not
given enough attention, in other words it does not
matter so much whether the learners are taught some
useful knowledge, whether they can apply the acquired
literacy abilities in their daily life. Therefore, it

is thought that.it is sufficient if the adult pupils
are able to read and write a few sentences.

;.rithmetie is not required as an indispensable
component, or in many cases%i',. is limited to the wrir-

ting of the figures only. Reaching this level of
traditional literacy, understand-bly, does not require
a long time. After 40 to 60 teaching hours (3 to 4
months if classes are held 2 or 3 times a week of

1 or 4 hours period) a test can be administered,
consisting of writing a short simple letter. Certifi-

cates are then distributed to successful students.

They are recognized officially, as literate persons.

This situation has continUed to exist till now
in some countries including Nigeria, although efforts

have been made for some improvement. Yor example,
Mr. Mustaz :limed who made a study on the organization
of literacy teaching in the Western Region of Nigeria
covering theloerl.od of 1960 - 196.4. 17,

wrote the following:

The classes were started in 1946.
In 1954 - 56 the teaching of English,
Arithmetic, Histcry, Geography and
Civics known as "fundamental Educa-
tion" was Ad4e4 (underlining, author
to the teachlng of reading and wri-
ting.................
The attainment of an elementary
level of reading and writing was
considered enough to declare a person
"literate". The classes were held
only for four months. They met,
at the most, three daym a week for
one hour every day. In fact only
40 minutes of teaching was recommen-
ded. Thus the total instruction
which an illiterate received was not
more than 48 hours . . ..

During the four months course only
a primer and a small reader are
used. doOddeOff .The sentences in the
primer have hardly any meaning. None
of the lessons has a central theme or
adult concepts 04



there are no set papers for the exami-
nation. given locally and usually
consists of'writing a letter and a few
aentencOs and figures dictated to the
class".

A new edition of the prime:. "IWE =CA FUN AWON AGBA" 19
Book to learn reading for adults) contains 27 pages
ending in an example of a letter. The successive lessons
are in content, totally separated from each other. There
is no relation at all. The first lesson starts with
"baba" (father), followed by lessons on "abo" (hen
"bata" (shoe), aja" (dog) omo" (child) "ejo" (snake
etc. ending in "igbin" (snail)

Pagel

Page 3

Few example':

baba ba ba ab
b a b a b b a a

ba aba baba

aba baba

a ba baba

a ba a

baba ba a

ba baba ba a

a ba a ba baba

a ba baba :ba a

bat a ba ta

ta to to ta

t b t. a b o t

bata ata tata to toto

ata ta baba

ata ta a

a ba baba be a

a ba baba bo o

a ba baba ta bata

ba -a- ta bata
-

27.



Page 14

(1) agogo

(2

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(i 0)

(11)

a go go

go ga .ge go gc. gi. go

g s p 1 g. t 4 g r

a ni Ige ti ra agogo na. Ige bought the b 11 from he
,

.rd6xket

Ige ni aga ti o ga. (Ige has a high chair)

Ile na gas o ri gogoro. (The house is high)

A ra ege!eja ni oja Gege.(Je bought cutted fish in Gege
market)

28,

A ge igi no, a ge e ge e We cut the tree, cut, cut)

Mo ra ege ati gari ni oja Agege.(I bought cassave and gari
at Agege market

Da mi ge igi na si meji. (Help me to cut the tree into two)

Salami, o ba mi ri age mibi? (Salami, do you see my cutlass?)

Aina ba a ge igi na meji(Aina, hplped cut Lhe tree into two)

Alaba ati Abiba ni aga ti 0 ga.(Alaba and Abiba have a high
chair

The following table will provide an overall picture:

LQ--b-1.9-1 IWE KIKA FUN AWN AGBA

a (1) b(1) d(18) e(8) e(13) 416) g(14)

h(20) i(7) g5) k(17 ) I (10) m(6) n(12)

0(2) o(6) p.(9) F(4) 8(11) 8(21)

t(3) u(15) w(19) 7(19)

The figure between brackets indicates the number of
lessaa.in which.the letter appears for the first time.

0 (22)



Table 4

No. lesson

-1

2

3

5

6

7

9

10

12

13

14

15

17

18

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

.1

1

total otaf of
of j sentences

words

23

30 4 7

5 26 6

28 7

29 7

5 44 10

7 48 11

5 54 10

7 54 10

10 46 11

12 61 10

7 59 10

9 61 10

13 73 10

10 75, 10

16 70 10

20 66 12

15 70 12

25 80 12

13 79 11

19 2

20

21

22

23

24
25

26

27

0

82 12

95 11

12

ii

Total 253

29.
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The Primer used in the former Northern Region: now the

six Northern:States titied'7RANYAR KARATU" (The waY to read) 20

which followed the saMe line was even -shorter. It con-

sisted of 16 small.pages. Each lesson covered ony 3 to 6.
lines (words and Or phras s ) as shown below:

Page 1:

Page 8,

karatu ( ad)

ra tu.

kara kaka tura tuka

tuta takura tara takara

kura (hayana

ta tara tutu.

ku raka ta

ka tura ta

a (hut)

dami doro sinima

dabino amana hamada

masa mayani danko

saniya (oo

tana daka doya

rami ya yi kusa da daki
tana ba saniya

na_yi mamakinsa tatUka

The last page page 16) cove ed again tw pa
"Jaki." (donkey) and."tulu" (pot

Clearly,. it wa.not:only.shorter but.a1SO,less in
content becauSe it.contained no figures-4n anexample
of 4 letter..

-

An example Of 'the fina examination qUestion adminis-

tered in one of-the States'in 19691-and: theanswer of a
student is given at the end-of this chapter. .



In 1970/71 the'situation changed to the bettor.
Thanks to a seminar on Functional Literacy and Develop-
ment hold by all Northern States in the end of 1969 and
a consequent working,seminar, that old primer has been
revised to bring it more in line with the functional
approach and replaced. by a literacy sot consisting of
onwcomprehonsive primer an arithmetic book and an
accompanying handbook. The duration of the litoraoy
course, has been c:langod from 4 to 9 months. It is

expected that the new course will not only provide
better and more useful result but also of more lasting

if not permanent literacy. The old literacy teach,.rs
have been given additional training or refresher courses
enabling them to cope with their new task. Naturally,

the final examination takes another form and contains

additional questions. For comparison an example of the

questions and answers is also gj:ven at the end of the

chapter.

It is indeed, a great step to functional literacy,

as regards content. In socio-political sense it is
certainly functional and the comprehensive arithmetic

gives it a certain economic value. If completely and

appropriately taught by trained instructors fully
absorbed by the learners it will form a sound basis

for further individual learning and give greater reten-

tion power due to the rather advanced standard of attain-

ment, comprehensive and usefUl content.

In conclusion:

The aim of traditional litora_mle_t_a2

narralu-AULBES1-±2aahlaL-2E-E2P,Aina
pmd writing_allould be extended and the

level of attainment helgtIened.

11192meaingLeAsLaaLkemeless Content

including-2n1Y-a122-22E29nont-C1177°r
AX_ should be chan ed into a mean

4.2-11c1ranalg_done. t ledst
it should be enriche-
s°01a1 or culturz12.72$1.4103_22k
Consequently the duration of a course,
should be prolonged to cover at least

100 to 120 actual teaching hours. If

this 5.s impossiblo or impractable the

course can be divided into 2 stag S.
Anyhow certificates should not be
distributed after a 40 - 50 hours

course only.



M hods -nd TechUgllta

There are various methods-applied in traditional literacy.

The alphabetic or phonic method., in its pure concept and form,

has become Obsolete. Using tte basic idea somo deVices,hnvo been

introduood in the teaching of the, elements forimprovement

and better result. The phrace and sentence method have not

ained ground or "popularity" for reasons disdussed earlier.

difficult and e ensive

Most traditional literacy teaching is following either

the syllabic method or the word method, as used in the

prirers listed above. Technical repetition and insufficient

attention for thoughfUl reading are common practice.

However, they differ in various aspects e.g. in the sequence

of stops or teaching activities and emphasis concerning analysis

and synthesis, introduction of phrases or sentences etc.,

and in the use of illustrations and other teaching aids.

Apart from pure theoritical problems of the metho teoh-

Lanni aspects teaching approach and teacher - student rela-

tionship in traditional literacy also needs a critical observa-

tion. In the traditional practice tho adult learners arc

treated in the class as "school-children". The teaching

material does not only resemble or has the pattern of that

for children but also presented in a "nen-adult" manner.

The relationship between toocher and students does not

take account of the age, social position and or rich experi-

ence of the adult learners.

Further, tha_esaaL.agama212 to literacy tc ching

materialised in largo-scale campaigns to achieve mass

production as sets a significant influence on methods and

techniques, and a certain psychological pressure on teachers

and field-workers. Furthermore, no special attention is

given to the need of motivating prospective students, of arousing

and maintaining their interest in learning. In spite of the

relatively short duration of a course irregular attendance

and unnecessary 4.0p-out cannot be pr vented.



Teachers should keep in mind the parti-
cular characteristics of their adult
learners (age, experience, psychologi-
,cal abilities etc.), and approach ana
trent them accordingly. (See appendices
The adults should be made active and in-
volved as far as possible e.g. through
discussions etc. and relating teaching
with their needs and interest in daily
life.

Mass ccumpi s are a =co -ity but
the, desire to aChieve mdss production
should not endanger or.neglect qualitY,
It Should not lead to opbning of ds
many as many clusos as posSible which
will suffer from absentism dhd large
dropeuts. This can be avOided 0.g.
if the classes are preceded.by puffi7
cient motivation and if.enrolment is
redtrieted to interested "candidates"

.0111k-

In the early dec des of mass campaigns teacher
training was not given serious attention. EVerY'
body willing to volunteer was welcomed. It could

not be otherwise because hundreds or thousands of

teachers were needed. As it was the case with
learners,teachers were also not soanoted with tho
reEult that there were all kinds of them, from new
literate to secondary school teachers. As noted
earlier some countries build their teaching force
by recruiting thousands of young men and government

officers or by forming "armies of knowledge". A
"one teach one" slogan is especially designed
to encourage every literate to help his helpless
fellow, to draw him from darkness to light.
In most developing countries the schoolteacher is
the first and foremost porsan to be "employed".
NO wonder, because in those countries the teaeher,
ince old times, is the most pducated member of

village societies. He has a Very high esteeMI'dnd
is regarded as the 'modern" man in his area.



In more organized situations prosp ctive literacy
teachers are given a .a2rciaJ_train_in.re the duration of
which ranges from a few days to two weeks, depending
on the educa,tional background of the trainees, on time
and fund available etc. Apart from the question of
duration and intensity of the training it should be no-
ted that the content is inadequate in many cases.
Socio-psychological aspects such as adult psychological
characteristics and student - teacher relationship is
given meagre attention or neglected at all. It is
true that some primers are provided with teacher's
mic_leoli.dbook to fill the gap but supply of this
important "weapon" is usually very limited.

In conclusion:

In most countries which launch mass traditional
literacy campaigns teacher training is.not or
cannot be provided. In trainings conducted,
either the duration or the content is often
inadequate. This Inadequacy, maybia is not
felt directly or not regarded as essential due
to the very limited teaching content (clemen-
'tary reading and writing and rudimentary arith-
metic ) and the very low level aimed at.

Teacher's guides may helP, of course, but
only to a limited extent. Is it then possible
to conduct mass literacy teacher training?
Is it not too much and too expensive to be
expected?. Many factors came into play but
one fact is clearly proved even by small
countries, that if there is a will there is a way.

Res luation

Earlier the result of,taditional literacy,
,has been discussed, quantitavely as well as

qualitatively. It is d pity.that there.are
not many conclusive researches or studies
made on the causes of the negative or unsa-
tisfactory results. In general it is said
that in mass traditional literacy attendance
is not regular or poor, dro -out rr±çl5 3
or more, rVaUsaamyrer is low e

One of the most recent studies has been
conducted. by the International Institute for
Adult Literacy Methods, Teheran. In 1969 it
dispatched about 800 questionnaires to 123
countries. In its Laterostiug Prelimina

IA; 38

34.



Table 5:

35.

Report22 The replies given to the
questions by 100 projects are classi-
fied in 7 main categories: organization,
programmes(coursos), methods,.materials,
participants, drop-outs and instructors,
As regards drop-outs from replies sent
by 74 projects we can present the follow-
ing:

Drop-out Reasons

Ra to Fro.0 n Students' low calibre 17

34 60

_ , .

34 2. travel et change of
place

18 33 23

0 - 17 20. 3 no answer . ;12.5

no answer 11- 4 work problem 12

no data 7 5 seasonal work 9

61 - 80 5 6 no valified personnel a
7 bad organization 7

8 household responsibi-
lity.

shyness and other psy
ohological factors. 1$

shortage of material 3.5
11 'ilinesis

.

35
12. others 2.5

39
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Retention ower it is said, is small causing
30 to Wo relapse after ono or more years
depending on the quality and level of attain-
ment, the reading habit of the now literate,
availability of follow-up material etc. In
this context it is interesting to observe how
ministries and other agencies in countries
or areas with 70 to 95% illiteracy produce
pamphlets, brochuros etc. which cannot be
road or undorstood even by now literates
while the infamation is meant for the
wholo public, at least for the majority
of the population. Is it not a wastage?
Is the capital and energy not bo more
usoful and tho offort at the end more
effective if it is utilizod in a more suita-
ble and understandable form?

Evaluation concerning methods, progress etc,
based on feedback and other materials, is
very rarely carried out. In traditional
literacy it is not regarded a significant
or integral part of a pro act. What matters
seems to be figures, numbors of certificated
students although usefulness of evaluation is
admitted for correction and improvement pur-
poses.

In conclusion

No need to repeat the deficiences and their
impacts. Tbe causes aro known for instance,
why students drop and, why retonsion power is
small. Above discussion and revealing table
of dropouts embodies some steps to be taken,
and direction to be followed. For instance,

without much additional difficulty and fund,
feedback (progress report including problems
oncountered) can be required from teachers,
organizers and supervisors (inspectors) can
be charged, not only with organizational,
administrative and inspecting duties but also
with giving educational guidance and collect-
ing information for evaluation.
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KONDUGA MAIDUGURI YERWA A AUNO MAFA N URU A B,

MART YUSUFARI r4ACHINA YERWA A

197

Rubuta sunanka da inda ajinku ya ke.

Nawa ne kudin harajinka na bara?
Rubuta wasika zuwa ga wani naka ka fadi abin nufinka.

Cikita abinda aka rage:

SCHEMESI NES ANUARY,

(a ) Kada ka nemi boka don magani taxi

(b) An hana tuka mota im babu takardun

5. Ka tara wadannan El: 15: Od 1. 3/6d s. : 6d0

6. Maida mako 81 zuwa shekaral wata, mako.?

7. Gal.: Pt.
1 : 4

Translation.

1 Write your name and the place where your class is?

2. How much income tax did you pay last year?

3 Write a letter to someone and tell him any story
you like.

4. Fill in the blank:
a) Do not look for a magician for a treatment.

Go to ............... ***

b) it is prohibited to drive without

5. Add these to-ether- 1: 15s.: Od 3/6d-4- 6d.

6. Change 81 weeks to year, month andweek.

7 Gall.
1

Pt.
4 x
2



what

wa tan
tiMar ro

L#en Wu ile fa
braqa

ftatd SA ;Ma
a walla ien

driq4 ny ye ware;

intlficie ioe ;I:=131.=

a/rratea,e teNnia
ri he fa a
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IV. FUNCTIONAL...LITERACY

GENERAL ,
.

40

Functional Literacy is called a new concept as compared

to the centuries-old concept of traditional literacy, althdugh'thd

idea that education i.o. "literady" is indissolubly linked 'Ifi-Lfi

economic and social development," has been in existence befdre-it
fias obtained official recognition by the General Conference of

UNESCO only in 1965 at the reco-mmendation of the Teheran Cofigress.

It is regarded as the legaey of TeherandiThe great international

meeting of minds to which the World Congress of Ministers of Educ-

ation on the Eradication of Illiteracy gave occasion established

beyond doubt that the existence of countless illiterate adults acts

as a brake on economic and social develdi6ent; and that in the

majority of cases the prospects of success of develoTment programmes

are largeiy conditioned by the abilitY of the State to solve the

problem o illiteracy."24

It is called functional literacy, precisely speaking woek-

oriented functional literacy because the literacy aimed at is of

such a level and content that the result has a useful function, that

the "gradtiates"of its course are able to use the literacY abilities

and the vocational knowledge and the technical.skills( the three

integrated components) they have acquired, in their.vork and other

daily life activities to the adVantage thenselves and the community.

Further, as their attainment compared to that in traditional liter-

acy; is pf higher quality it is expected that they can retain their

achievements for a l9ng time, in other words that they .have acquired

long-lasting or k2EmallEpt literacy. As such it is regarded as a

factor in development while as noted'above illiteracy is beyond

kubt ,an obstacle to deveiopment, and traditional literacy has no

direct economic impact:due to its very low standard of attainMent

and "empty', content i.e. content with neither socio-cultural nor

economic or technical component.

The cOncept has won worlipi_...tionandsuort. from
various quarters, not only educationists and educational groups

but also agricultural and industrial agencies, and last but not

least economists, bankers, financiers and economic enterprises.

Regional as, well as international conferences and seminars held so

far, have expressed their appraisal and confidence in the form of

statements and resolutions as compiled in the booklet: Government

and People's Voices, Literacy and Adult Education for Progress and

Human Welfare.2

44
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It is as umed and advocated that this new concept is a
factor in development. Rationally speaking, it cannot be other-
wise but the real truth and particularly the extent of its ad-
vantages must still be proved, also its lofty characteristics which
will be discussed later.

Its newness, raturally creates new interest and hopes.
At the same time it implies difficulties in the search for new
ways and means, for instance suitable and effifeat methods- and
techniques, organizational structure, financing resourdes etc. In
all objectivity, doubts and complaints so far expressed-should be
mentioned alongside above listed high qualities and great advantages.
To mention a few of the doubt-bearing Questions voiced strongly so
far particularly by planners and executors workers in the field a

(i) The concept requires too much expertise which is not
available in most developing countries, thus its
adoption and implementation is beyond reach.

The cost of a work-oriented functional literacy, if
not carried out on a large-scale, is too high mtich
cannot be borne by governments, the more by voluntary
or private organizations.

(iii) If carried out rigidly in the way as prescribed by its
nature (a separate course for each occupational group
etc.) what contribution will it make to the efforts of
complete eradication of illiteracy, final aim of
the struggle against illiteracy?

It is hoped that the reports and elaboration given bel
will .answer the questions and consequently eliminate the,doubt,
partly if not wholly. Wel have to wait for definite nnswdrs because
we are just at an experimental stage-. There are as already noted
only 12,macro pilot projects (7 in Africn) and 7 micro projects-
(4 in .Africa) which are supported by UN-UNESCO in the framework
of the Experimental World Literacy Programme.

The next question is : What progress has been achieved
far by a 1 :those projectol Do their results give hope, and will
they sat siy-the objectives defined? To answer this question I
shall refer to or quote authoritative sources.

1. First of all, the fact that since 1964 the General Confer-
ence of UNESCO successively has proVed the reports present
to it on the progress of the Experimental World Literacy
Programme and decided Upon continuation and expanSion.. In
this connexion, it is worth recalling the fundamental aims of
the Programme :25



to evaluate the relationship between functional
literacy and economic and social development;

to undertake, with this end in view a sufficiently
intensive experimental programme;

to introduce pedagogical, methodological and tech-
nical innovations and new ways of using communic-
ation media;

(iv ) to adapt the functional idea to education policies
and incorporate it in national literacy programme.

On its establishment it was stated that it was "desipned
pay° the wr,y for the Lvuntun.I oxecuticAl clmpaign."26

A summary document on the position as regards functional lit-
eracy pilot projects, presented to the General Conference of
UNESCO in 1968 (October-November) gives, as its provisional
assessment of the first result.obtained, the following "ove all
appraisal" :27

222L221,21E

(a) The establishment of new structures (administrative,
technical or educational), the opening of experimental
classes, the preparation of teaching aids adapted to the
requirements of functional literacy;

(b) The interdisciplinary approach based on constant co-oper-
ation between teachers, administrators and planners,
social science specialists, information technicians and
those responsible for vocational training,

(c) The introduction of new educational methods and in part-
icular the integration and synochronization of instruction
in reading, writing and arithmetic with vocational train-
ing and elementary science and technology;

(d) The care taken to make a systematic evaluation of the
restate obtained and of the methods used in order to
reach the given objectives;

Increased co-operation between Unesco and the different
Specialized Agencies or intergovernmental organizations
(in particular, FAO, WFP9 ILO, WHO and UNIDO).

(f) The improvements already brought about in the execution
of national literacy campaigns and programmes through the
influence or imitation of experimental projects.



Weaknesses

(a)

43.

The frequent changes in the economic or social situa-
tion of the countries concerned (affecting for example
investment priorities, the aims of agrarian reform,
employment policies, etc.), which of necessity have
repercussions on the pilot projects, sometimes lead-
ing to considerable modification of their objectives
and the circumstances in which they are executed
(which aonfirms, moreover, that literacy is indeed al.,

important factor in development);

Cb The relatively long time needed for the planning and
organization of functional literacy operations, which
maybe considered as the price to be paid for adapta-tion;

Insufficient and often ever-formalized coi.operation
between the ministries, services and bodies partici-
pating in the execution of thc projects;

(d) Inhibiting restrictionsdue te theoveD-rigid organi-
zation of certain national educationaLservioes;

( The difficulties encountered by some countries in
finding enough properly qualified national staff.

The Director-Genera of Uneoce in his report te the
Executivc Bo.2.rd in September 1969, on the trends regard-
ing tlie concept of functionailitorucz, as ral as of thc
_situation,oxistinG in the World Pregitaine, noted =ong
other thinb,s;28

( The AWmpst in func ional literacy-projects is con-
tinuing and even incl.easing in many Member States.

The idea of ftnctional literacy is greatly influencing
rjationaterzczaesmm. A growing nudber of
countries are adopting a functional approach in their
own national activities, modifying their maas program-
mes, or putting an emphasis on literacy for people
working in development projects or areas.

(iii ) There are indications for an increase in Wateral,
Assistanee to literacy programmes.

(iv ) Increasing interest is being shown by bsinoss p.,4
financial circles in the concept of functional litera-
cy and. its role in development projects.



(r) Trade unions have shown particular interest in
functional literacy. AL World Conference on
Functional Literacy held by the WFTU in llay
1969 adopted a Ehartor on Functonal Literca.

The projects are at differant stages of implementation.
Out of the 12 macro pilot projects only 6 have reached tho
stf%ge -of- operation, 2 have finished: preaparatory work,
and 4 aro behind schedule. 3omo 65 international exPerts
aro working in the e]cperimental projects.

In his conclusion he stated, inter alia: "It may be
said that laudable efforts have been made to develop and
improve functional literacy activities, but that the Ekpe-
rimental Programme is facing various problems and difficul-
ties some of which were to be anticipated."

Lite acy a Newsl
ing conclusions:

"If, at this stage on the cpex,imcrtal

Werld Programme, any genoral conclusions
were to bo drawn, they óbuld be set forth
as follows:

44

8 September 1969 contained the follow-

(1) the methods and techniques used in
fUnctional literary are much more
complex than those used hitherto
In traditional literacy work;

as the field of action. and the cone
are entirely new, the means to be
employed aro different, and iii the
experiment all kinds of difficulti
have accordingly to be colied Vail;

in the scientific evaluation of results
difficulties are also encountem.i, tho
magnitucle,Of Which was not suspected at
the beginning;

.the integration of the potential
represented by illiterate adults in an
economic process implies changes in the
national administrative struotures ar:id
requires participation by the more im-
portant sectors of the economy;

the necessary co-operation between the
various ministries and sergces con
cerrod - education, agriculture, labour,
industry, social affairs, public, works -
requires continuous efforts;

t' 4 8
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a number of international experts and
natiOnal specialists are still at the
_stage of perfecting their knowledge on
this new approach and still think too
often in terms of traditional literaoy
work.

The Director-General of Unesce, in his address
meeting on the Experimentni world Literacy programmein December 1969, attended by the Panel of Experts onEvaluation, specialists, national directors of literacypilot projects, principal technica7 advisers1 and
representatives of the UN, UNDP, ILO, WHO and IBRD, said;. . .

Although it (the Programme) has been
under way for a short while only - less
than three years . it has already done
much; and promises to do more, to mobili-
ze assistance of incalculable worth.
Progress in carrying it out has, however,
proved to be far slower than was expected
and it has run up against many serious
difficulties of various kinds."

Ho further outlined the most serious problems:

(a) One of the requirements, the judicious sele-ction of fields of action, was not fully mot
because of the fact that preliminary surveyswhich were designed:to fUrnish guidance in
making the.neoessary choices were not always
carried out with all the strictness desirable
so that some of the choices must be reviewed.

ManY programmes have fallen behind scheduleand target. Orgapization leftlmuch room for
improvement. Co.-operation between the agenciesk,f 'international' assistance and the comuetent
national departments.was not satisfactory,
either at governmamt or at local level.

In the fd ,or educational mothodologY
stantial achievements have boon noted, but
on the whole, despite much painstaking and
imaginatiVe effort, tho results 'have boon
rather disappointing, the main shortcoming
being lack of experimentation.
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6. The latest provisional assessment of the programme is
contained in Literacy Newsletter, first quarter 19712_
states regarding "progress made and results obtained"
tho following on ed.ucationJA. theory, methods, program-
mes and audio-visual aids:-

One has only to consider the diversity of the various
socio-professional groups and the extent to which they
differ from one anothor psychologically, culturally
and in their technical acculturation and economic
behaviour patterns to realize to what extent fune-
tional literacy aiming at the intensive training
of individuals and groups is obliged to take into
account the special characteristics of each situation,
It would clearly have been out of the question to
adopt school-typii methods of technical and vocational
instruction and the encyclopaedic approach which chara-
cterizes them. Pilot projects now possess material for
illiterates (primers and reading cards), for teachers
(detailed guides in the form of handbooks or cards
and for collective use (posters, guidance by radio,
film-strips, slides, programmes in cassettes, anima
ted films...), as well as periodicals'for the newly
literate, for teachers, and for general information.
Rhone projeots have fallen behind schedule this has
often been due to the difficulties of such preparation,
especinlly in cases where little or no written matter
was available in the language of literacy instruction.

As for the programmes which again are tailored to
industrial or agricultural needs - 19 separate ones
are currently being applied in Iran, 9 in Mali, 9 in
Guinea, 5 in Madagascar, 3 in Ethiopia, 3 in Sudan,
otc. The latest educational and trainin techni ues
have also begun to be used: programmed instructioli,
use of the computer, television and radio broadcasts.
The whole problem of the method of communication, of
the transmission of knowledge, is involved. In the
case of functional literaoy, the instructor must combine
the fUnctions of teacher and technician. Sunh "double
gpecialists" are not easily recruited or trained, and
the methods employed vary, considerably from country to
country. The number of instructors who have received
the necessary speci-al training and are in charge of
courses on experimental projects so frr totals about
5,000 - in addition to supervisors, administrative staff
and educational counsellors,

In the majority of projects, the initial literacy alas*
ses have been experimental ones, restricted in number,
where national or international teams have put pupils,
instructors, methods and educational materials to the
test. ilfter the necessary adaptations and improvements



there has followed the azawlmll stage proper and in
September 1969 about 25,000 adult men and women were,
for the first time in the world, attending' functional
literacy courses. I second count made in Lugust 1970
showed that the number had risen to 6215CO3 and on
1 December91970 it was in the region of 170,000. This

rapid increase, which at first sight may seem astonishing,
was in fact only to be expected seeing that several
projects have now reached the phase of expansion. The

rate of growth in 1971 is likely to be even higher.

Soclociturallite rac-r..

biany developing countries have given econOmic development
(agriculture and industry) top priority in the race for material
including finmncial gains to raise the standard of living of
their people etc. In many cases, however, thie need, and urgency
fer political and socio-cultural development is more pressing
for the now and largely ignorant (illiterate) nations for the
sake of unity, politica, consciousness, socio-cultural advance-
ment and national identity. It is therefore not suprising
that in the early periods of dependence of a country adult
education including literacy was exploited for pa4tiCal
purposes, particularly through mass education and public en-

lightenment activities. To eraply traditional literacy materinis
some matters and or advices on political (civics), social (health,

hygiene etc-) and cultural (songs, folaora etc.) problems have
been inserted though mainly by adding them hetre and there.

If that enrichment of content and improvement of "curricul
and method is continued and brought. up to a certain required

level, certainly, that revised and improved-literacy can become

functional. In this way traditiomal literacy can be transformed

into functional literacy. We tilan have socio-culturally fun°,
besides work_-_. orientea functional

In short it may be said that both concepts have similar func-

tional approach, and clearly defined aims. In content, of course

there is a difference. In the former there are only two com-
ponents, literacy and socio-cultural components while the latter

has three, nmmely first literacy, second social and third tech-

nical vocational components.

For comparison the following table may &lye a clearer picture.



L: 3 11` s

LITERACY CONCXFTS

azzaloirla

socio-cultural T: technical

. I. TRADITIONAL LITERACY ( ...L2.92.1221a_A)

L: 2 R's plus Figures R's

Duration: 3-4 months, 40 - 60 teaching hours

L:

Duration

II FUNCTIONA L
IIa: SOCIO-CDLTURAL (.1_22aptal-lata

including

onths

120 - 200 teaching hours

II b. WORK-ORTIETED (3 i_a_lt9.4.1:219-A2Era,_p_In..92-Ita

S: citizenship, health,
hygiene, social pro-
blems

(i) L: 3 R's

(i ) T: technical vocational

(iii ) S: socio-culturn1

Duration: 18 - 24 months

400 toachin

Traditio

hours including practical lessons
demonstrations

RACTER.ISTICS
Functional

1. Non-specific, gencral

Non-selective (m
approach)
Loose, rote learning

4.. Partial or stago-wiso
5. Small retention power
6. Non-economic value

1. Specific content, tailored
to needs

2. Selective selected groups)

4..

5.
6.

Intonsivo
Intogratod instruction
Lasting (permanent
Direct practical, o onomic
value.
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Aims and Cne

We have touched on the aim and contents, sev2ral timesand compared them with those of traditional and socio-culturallyoriented literacy. In short and in simplc words, the aim ofwork-oriented functional literacy is

teach the learn r literacy abiliti voc-anal knowledge and technical skill and socialmatters in an integrated way to such an extent
and level that he can retain and use what he has
acquired in his occupation and everyday life.

If e is m farmer his new knowledgc and skill'will eflable himunderstand written materials on farming, improve his farmingpractices leading to increased efficiency and production, andalso put in economic activities such as cooperative and socialactivities.

f he is an industrial labourer he can understand his work-letter and learn more from his reading, and with his improved knhow and vocational skill he can perform more and in an efficientway. According to need, he might have been informed about labour-hygiene and safe-rules and trade unionism.

The standard aimed at should enable'the' lefler tO retainhis literacy skills (he has acquired permanent literacy) and Ahouldinduce him to further reading and learning.

To achieve such a comprehensive and high attainment foreach specialized occupational group, the contents of the course)naturally, must fulfill the ner:.essary requirements with regardfirstly scope (3 components) secondly extent (to reach the targetstandard), thirdly depth (te provide intensive teaching)," fourthlyspecialized (to meet the felt need and real interest of each group).In short, the programme must be tailor-made to need and interest.
Methods and Techni ues

One of the main objectives of the literacy experimentationis to find out improved if not new methods of organization, motiv-ation, teaching, construction of educational materils, evaluationetc0 through innovations and trying out ideas. Deriving from andor closely related to the methods chosen are the techniques to beapplied. In the experimental projects, it is expected that varioustechniques are introduced and tried out, and that various means andteaching aids and supporting services are utilized e.g. the use ofvisual aid and mass media, press, radio film, television, languagelaboratories etc.

A
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In the Brazil experiment for instance computers are used
in the s udy on the syllable frequency count.

What methods and techniques are used in the v, rious macro
and micro projects?

As it is not possible to describe them in this sMall-ahd
simple booklet interested relders can find adeci te discriptions on
individual exp-riments in the folloWing issues pi puesco Literacy
Newsletter :

January 1970, No01 Experiment in Brazil, in ma
industrial environment.

.APri; 1970, No 2 Exbe nientS''1: Iran. .

441y 1970, No. 3 Experiment in Tzania, functional
literacy M terials-fOr -OttonI
growing.

Second quarter, 1971. Experiment in Madagascar,
literacy instructors.

Description on a micro project, an experiment among tobacco
farmers in Nigeria (August '1967 - March 1969) is given in a paper
presented by Mr. Mushtaq Ahmed, the then Unesco Adult Literacy Expert
in the Institute of African Adult Education, University of Ibadan,
to the Rome Seminar on

.
. .

The project produced one "primer", 4 reading books one
arithmetic book, books on tobacco operations and one on cooperative
associations.

The Primer forTobaccó Grow rs is based on a letter freq-
uency count in Yoruba. For comparison, the tables below may be
useful :
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Table 6

ANALYSIS OF HARACTERS WORDS AND SENTENCES

6

9
12

r
4

s7

Note a Number in brackets mors to number of 1eeon in hthe letter occurs fur tbe first time.
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Table

Lesson No.
new

charac-
tors

No.ofnew
words formed
from the new
characters

Total No.
of words

TotiI No. of

sentencea.

r.

5

2

7 35

67

1,

14

2 7 67 11

4 2 4 92 14

5 2 4 96 13

6 2 3 87 i6

7 3 6 /21 18

8 2 2 98 18

9 2 4 109 15

10 1 3 121 14

11 9 155 17

12
7 112 12

13 2 2 26

14
173 17

15
186 10

Total 30 64 1545 207

Notes : Nasali d sounds iv 'Yoruba
Use of characters in based on a letter frequency countl
(.,torried out in 1965).



Concerning method of integration of 1and technical cont an example is given bel
ngua e
Wr 3
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DOC. I- A METHOD OF INTEGRATING LANGUAGE AND TECHNICAL CONTENT AS ADOPTED BY W.O._ .P.P. ESFAHAN)
cURRIcULUM
cODE :

sTER :

FIRST
si:QuENui:----

AtiouT sl EF:L
mILL

SECOND
sEQUENCF

THIRD
sEQuENCE

TH
SEQUENCE____
SAFEry

FIFTH
sEQuENCE

TEAM woRK

N.B. ONE SEQUENCE - ONE
woRKING WEEK - oNE w.
wEEK - FIVE wog Kim.; DAYSDEvELOpmENT

oie REEzE

-.
-

cHANCEs
woRK

IN
HABITs

-1

-
1,EL EL, OF ACHIEVEMENT AV
THE END OF THE FIFTII WEEK

puRASES LEARNED DLOBALLy 5

ELEMENTS EXTRACTED FROm
THE ABOVE MENTIoN ED -
pHRASEs AND LEARNED By
ANALYsis0 woRns : 5

b) SYLLABLES : 9
c.) LETT. : ii.,-V. P(JINTS: 9
II) SHApEs : 28

BASIC SyNTAXIc STRucTUREs
I PHRAsEs 1.2 -3

SUBJ. V Ekii-OwEer)
II PHRAsEs 4-5

SUBJ. VERB -(OMPLI.NENTS)

.IEW ACQUISMON

WORDS coMposED OF THE
LETTERs ALREADY LEARNED:
22

9HRASES COMPOSED oF THE
WORDS ALREADY LEARNED : 2.

(Noe Wow)

--
_. -

IIRASE :

pHON.
TRANSCR.

IN KuREH AsT mA yEE SHARI
JAEHD MIsAilm

SAAT BE 0-
INE KHRSHID
_S VAD

AHMAD DAR
MANDE
KHATAR AsT

DAR KAR
BAHAm sHARIK
HASTIm

-
GLISH
ANs.

THIS IS
I HE BLAST
FURNACE

WE B 0
A NEW CITY
uNisoN

THE CLOCK
It EPLACEs
THE suN

AHmAD Is
IN DANGER

WE WoRK
IN UNISON

ORD:

LETTERS &
V. pOINTs

1 2 3

r

_
1

---1.
1

I
1

4

_

- -

ExEREISES:

NEW W0RDS
COMPOSED oF
THE LETTERS
ALREADY
LEARNED:
DRILL &
REVIsioN

i
1

1

-

---
D SHAHR TI

INE ARE IN THE CITY
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As regards literacy teaching method some experience h-s
shown that the electic _method (mixed analytic-synthetic) has
yielded better result although it should be remembered that there
are various factors in play,.

Further, it is known that the process of-learninvskilis
is different than learning literacy knowledge and social subjects.
It is said that induStrial training has its own principles,_methods
and techniques. These, of.eourset should be taken into eonsiderat.,
ion in the teaching Of occupational SkillS whieh'is integrated-
with other components in a work7oriented functional_literacy.
Practical lessons and field demonstrations are indiSpensable in
this case.

Furthermore, in functional literacy the adult learner
should be treated not only as an adult (not as a school-boy) Amt
also as an individual having his own characteristical, 1-1. is not
only an object but.also a,subject who should be involved actively
in the various aativities of his class, the project a6 a whole.

I structor trainine

Aware of the high aim, no.Ny rocjuirements put by content,
method and techniques of a full-fiedged work-oriented literacy,
instructor training should be given adequate attention and time.
Regardless someone's teaching.qualities and experience for.instance
a school teacherlhe.has to-learn the extra vocational knowledge and
occupational skills he is going to teach. The same applies to a
technical man who knows his job adequately ,and how:to train.a
worker the necessary skills but cannot teach-literacy (the )
without additional training.

It is thorefore preferred to take a man or a wo an from
the_ learner's environment, agricultural or industrial as the case
may be; in agriculture for instance an extension worker, in a
factory a headman or technician to guide or to perform demonstrat-
ions and or the teaching of the programmed skills.

The shortage or absence of qualified literacy teachers
and Skill trainers, however, should not debar literacy edncation.
Furiher, it ii'com-lonli,known that too a great difference btween
thc vges of instructor and learner May lo . to difficulties in
teaching and or conflicts between them. Experience ,in some
experimental projects, encouragingly enough, has manifested-that
those problems are not unsurmountable provided that the boy-or
young girl-teacher is rj.ven sufficient trainingtand -01e adult
learners (maybe their uncles, parents or grandParents or their
village heads) are given prior information and guidance.

In this connexion it is worthwhile to repeat the need to
include adult psychology or adult learning in the training curric-
ulum.

10 ( 58



To give an example of a training for young primary

school leavers (of 14-17 years of age) to become literacy-

cum-teehnical imitructors (v_luntrs)
in the Tanzania project may be citedd2

-Duration : 3 weeks (originally 4 weeks).-

Content divided into the folloWing parts

(i) Functional Literacy Concept and the Tanzaniah
Project

(ii) Pre-cla.ss Preparations

(iii) Working with Adults

(iv) Use of AV materials, Rural Newspapers, Ru al

4

Libraries 10

Integration of Literacy with Agricultural
Component 10

(vi ) Conducting of Field Demons ations 10

(vii ) Teaching of leading, Writing and Arithmetic
on the basis of Given Primer 35

10

10

,viii Class Manag ment

Records and Tests

Evaluation of courses 2

Total 100'

A highly elaborated programme of instructor train ng

corlOucted in Madagascar, is published as mentioned earlier, in

Unesco Literacy Newiletter, second quarter 1971 issued'

Preparation

Again, the "lofty" aimt comprehensive content,

the prescribed functional approach, integrationlmethods and

evaluation, which forms ah integial part of project activities4

require careful ahd sufficient prep-aration, implementation and
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evalu,.tion. Indeed, the new concept needs acarLias, er-
ministerial coo eration, IELIE=aaLpliaara_IEtizaE and
active involvement or participation of all concerned-including
the adult learners themselves.

To elaborate all those matters is beyond.the scope of
.this small tooklet. Therefore, for the sake Of simplicity and
practic-Ability we shall only list the problems and reouirements
according to theory and note what can be done in 2Factice as
carried out by the Institute of African Adult Education in its
work-oriented functional literacy among tobacco farmers in
Nigeria (1967-1969). Aethe outset it should be noted :

.

that it was micro project and as such a small
one with limited fund;

(ii) that only one Unesco expert w s wor ing in the
Institute and for the project th no full
time counterpart, and only a few part-time
counter-parts, busy lecturers in the Department
of Adult Education of the University and a
graphic artist;

:(iii) that there was no Specialiat inmass communication'
and assistants in the project:Centres so that'the
use of mass media was out of question;

(iv) that it was one of the early pojctsin.the.
Experimental World Programme and one of the first
experiments completed.

that, finally, there was no full government invol-
vement because the project concerned first of all
the NTC (Nigerian Tobacco Company), a private
enterprise and its registered farmers. However,
considerable support was obtained from the Company
(in financing and personnel) and full co-operation
from Chiefs, Community and Cooperative Association
leaders Teachers and learners.



Minimum re uired in
concept theory

ation

Consultation with the Govern-
ment or private enterprise for
the selection of occupation/
economic activity.

,Exploratory_surveys for the

selection of area and.group.4
people for the projedt or ind-
ustrial enterprise (econoMic,
socio-psychological and cult-,
ural conditions/factors, viab-
ility of the propesedproject
e.g. the eiistence of a'Suffic
Lent large number of illiterates
(experimental groUp and control
group, illiteracy being a bottle-
neck, possibility of ec nomic
imPact of the literacy, other
facilities).

Base line survey. Collection
of all data needed from the
environment, prospective learn-
ers, organizations affected, and
other groups or individuals of
nfluence.

(4 ) ELIE22-_.a.tsiz_ariu.s. Form-
ulation of responsibilities or
shares in the project. Form-
ulation of Phased plan of Work,
content, and methods of teach-
ing and writing of books. Mot-
ivotion and registration, teach-
er training etc.

After consultation with Unesco
Headquarters, Government, and
other authorities, three objects
have been. assigned ': a medical
training-Centre, cattle breeding
and tobaCco farm rs.

Since June 1966 few surveys were
carried out such as collection
of individual data of farmers, their
daily activities and organization
(there are FCP associations and GLF
groups); consultations and meetings
with their associations, NTC manage-
ement etc0 to know their interest
and readiness to support; collection
of data,and materials required for
the planning of content, methods
and materials of teaching; survey
of knowledge of t:).bacco operations

in questionnaire form.

(i) an exploratory survey among
induatrial enterprises in
-4actos did not provide sat
factory result,
the medical, training centre
and cattle breeding did not
fulfil requirements.

(W) Finally, tobacco farmers in
the NTC area of Iseyin were
selected.

Further discussions with NTC which
afterwards declared its readiness
to provide financial assistance,
members of its field staff to work
-s instructor0 and supervisors,
raining facilities for prospective
eachers and learners etc. The FCP

Associations assured their cooperat-
ion, in each literacy centre its
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Carried out (contd.)

ehairmn would act as group-lea
barnsites were offered-forciasS-
use etc. From the end of 1966 the
Unesto expert, his counterparts and
other assistants started writing
books etc. Recruitment cy.: eachers

. .

did notpresent problems L to 'the
Will/ngness and cooperation of

schopl teachers living in the res-
pectWve eentresi In July 1967 the
selected candidates, Grade II
teachers were given a one week,

ng in the Training $chool'
the NTC. in August before the.
start of the clases almost all'
planhed books were ready (9 out of
14 1:41oks). The titles indicate the
aimi.content and method of teaching.
Briely : it is a composite course;
the teaching of reading,' writing.
'and arithmetic is integrated with_
'technical knowledge, tobacco oper-
atioils and skills of tobacoo grOwing,
__
!nuesang, curing and selling (coop-
erative activities of the Associat-
ions). It is an integrated activity
of teachiiAg through class instruction,
discussions (on ideas, problems,---------_
attitude etc.), demonstrations,
yisual aids suppOrt. and skill train-
ingtvidance by theATM instructors'
su'ervision and.o.eratiOnak.040Ance
by project staff throUgh ViSits,
meetingel.'circulaiS eto.-
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I m p o n

12112Elutalakal.
in ccincept (theor

(9peration)

OPening of the cla

Teaching and supervisory ac
ivities.

Di n 'of aching
materials

(4) Interim evaluations on attend-,
ance, 'progresb, prize schethe
inpuence etc.

(5) Reporting and ,feedback for.
admini,strative purposes,
improvement'and or adjust-
ments etc'.

Evaluat-ion

Carried out

In August 1967.

By literacy teac
and project staf

pefore and du ing
through NTC staff

rs and NTC staff
ee above).

the course
to teachers.

-.Ciarried out three times, first in
April to May 1968 on progress and
attendance, second in June 1968 on
reading abilitieS and third in
December 1968 on the impact of a
prize scheme for nttendance.

Teachers and instructors were
provided with progress report
sheets etc. Periodical meetings
between project staff and teache
nstructors were held.

Ao noted-earlier, .evaluation is more or less neglected in
traditional literacy and magi literacy campaign, in functional liter-
acy in gmneral evaluation includin-§ feedback is a requisit.In experim-
entatieri- in-Which 'preparation, pranning, and testing of produced
materials etc. plays a vital ro/e it is a must.

Experimentation gives evaluation a wider role. Evaluation
necessary not only to evaluate results of projects but also in the

early stage of the whole experiment e.g. surveys or studies on social
and economic situation of the environment, on the need and interest of
the prospective learners, for bench-marks, etc.; during imlementation
stage feedback is needed for adjustment and interim reports.

The final or terminal
literacy achievements, skill ,.111cl

vocational) and psychological and
and most important level of skill

evaluation covers various aspects :

knowledge (general, social and
socio-economic changes in learners,
acquired. In due time evaluation must

63
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be carried out on the economic impact of the project (increase of
production, earni g, etc.) on the ind vidual learner ac well ,

on the community.

EVa 1 uati o- n
1141MAIMIWPIONIMINIMili!

Minimum required in
_

Eaullt4_111=27JLLL,

It is expected that projects
produce the following results :

(1) that the graduates have acquired
skills in reading, and writing
with understanding, interest in
further reading/learninglAeoh-
nical knowledge,and skills,
better attitude-towards work,
receptiveness to new ide s and
critical thinking.

(2) more efficiency and productivi Y.

(3) better understanding and relat
ionship between workers and
employers bringing about better
work performances and in -ease
of production for mutual benefit.

Carried out

The IAAE conducted final
:tests : language test- and arith-
metic Aest.. Presente&again the
same Questionnaire on Tobacco
Operations used at.the start of
the project to know the increase
in.knOwledge after 20 months

Conducted,a research/
study on the changea in attitude,
behaviour and ,interest (learning
and social behaVieur) of those
who have followed the literacy
cOurse'.' Eva/nation of the
economic impact.ef the project,
the 'most important With regard
to its aim (increased production
Of the enterprise, increased
income of the literate workers);
regrettably, could not be fin-
ished on account of internal and
external factors.

In short, evaluation is needed during preparttory stage
(to know environment situation, social and economic conditions of
prospective participants, leirel of knoWledge and skill ef'each 'part-
icipanttattitudes etc. to define benchmarks); during'implementation
stage to measure progress (attendance, progress in,learning$ obser-
vations and feedback) and at the end of the courseAo'measure final
result (terminal evaluation) including change of attitude and behaviour
of learners.

For evaluation we need indicators and tools
(measurement tools). It is ObVious that literacy skills in reading,
writing and arithmetic, and technical skills can be measured, relat-
ively speaking, easily;progress in the social sphere (health etc
and changes in attitude and beheoiiour are very difficult to measure.



In this convection, it may be worthwhile referring

to the studies made by lhe Institute of African Adult Education,

Ibadanl firstton the changes 4f attitudes and behaviour of learners

who have completed the functiOnal.literacy project among tobacco

growers (1967-1969)133 second,*.attitudes of:labourers towards
their work and employer in a factory as a preliminary study needed

for the preparation of a functional literacy project ip t:le factory

Further, the Manual on Adult and Youth Edueatibn, Eval-

uation of experimental literacy project by Unesco35 gives a compre-

hensive' list of areas of change, elements for indicators and minimum

of measurements at participant (individual) and community level.

The areas of change listed ard :

Lite cy.

) Degree of skills in reading,.writincrand arithmetic.

(ii). Extent to which literacy skills :are used..

,Work competence.

Degree of competence for vocational tasks.

Educational orientation.

Degree of educational o ientation

. Mass media exposure.

Extent of exposure to MaSS media.

. Organizational participation.

31k

Extent of participatien in prima ily economic organizations.

Extent olf participation in primarily oivic and social. rg-

anizations.

6. ,Health practipes.

Productivity.

Extent of contriibu ion to production.or other basic object-

et4' of the ecoribmic enterprise.

Amount of production or wage/saldry.

Level of possessions (extent towhich specilied goods are

posse sed),
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onclu ion :

Preparation, imple entation and evaluation, particularly
in eXperimentation set minimum requirements to be fulfilled. As
noted before each part or stage needs co-operation of various
ministries or agencies, and participation of varipus disciplines.A team, ideally, may consist of specialists or qualified persons,
depending on the kind of taaics : an educationist, a subject
specialist, n sociologist, a technical training specialist, a
specialist in book c.n2truction, a mass communication pecialistand an evaluator.

Support and or active participation of learners and
others concerned in the community should be sought, and utilized to
the greatest extent.

To remember again, each occupat onal group needs separate
treatment, its own inst uctional materials, special instructors etc.

Further, the cpst, capital and equipment,involved for
each project and its aftereare (follow-up programmes such as prov-
ision of follow-up readers, newspaper or news-sheets, further vocat-
ional knowledge or training etc.) put heavy burdens on those respon-
sible, again particularly in this experimentation period.

Another vital need is : mutual understanding, coordin-ation and, ideally, co-operation between organizers and workers of
work-oriented projects and mass literacy campaigns.

No wonder, that as noted earlier, people say that work-
oriented functional literacy is too difficult and too expensive.
This is true. So far only a small number of countries are able to
launch it, and notabene only with the assistance of UNESCO and other
UN agencies, except Venezuela. It is an undeniable fact but, once
more, it should be realized that, as in all other fields and under-
takings experimental and initial work is always difficult, needs
expertisepresearch and innovations, new and usually expansive
equipments etc. But once the initial stage has been passed, andif the results of.experiments, of course if they are successful,
can be utilized for large scale operations and national or world-
wide benefit, the initial high investment will pay off.

This is the conviction and objective of pionoors includingUNESCO which as stated in the establishment "act" of the ExperimentalWorld Literacy Programme defines ; to assist and carry out experim-
ents which at the end will encourage and lead to operations on alarge scale or in mass campaigns. Certainly not to replace existirignational mass campaigns which are still needed for a long time tocome until complete eradication of illiteracy has been achieved.



V. CHARACTERISTICS OF
TRADIT ORAL AND iORK-ORIEN TED LTTERACY

63

What are the chief characteristics, of Jlese tw(.) lines of ,pproa'

Certain essential aspects are Set out belo

The ma n characteristic of tracational literacy work is
that it is both diffuse, aiming at reaching the highest
possible number of illiterates, and non-intensive,
limiting itself to the basic mastery of readi'ng, writing,
and -rithmetic,

Work-oriented literacy adopts an itensiveapproc1 so,that people

may at.:quire occupational qualifications and knowledge which can be

,used in relation to the environment; it is also selective.-- SelectiVe

strategy operates on three distinct levels : (I) the choice of ind-

ustrial or agricultural development,projects which have high priori y

in national planning; (2) the selection of probl 'Dr or activities

where a work-oriented literacy project require n other words,

elec ive strategy will aim Primarily at the bott enecks of a develop-

ment programme; ) the singling out of individuals who would derive

maximOm'befiefit f such training.

The lnningçf literacy campaign As usw:lly based on a
territorial approach, taking into account the nuMber.of
flliterates'and the Means and 'resources. av,"...a1able. Lit-

eracy pregramMqPvkoalow generploutline of school

curricula, ylLbiiss

The main di e between work-orien ed and tional literacy

work is that the former constitutes a training or better still, an

e Ucation of the personality as a whole, whilst tne second is merely

way of learning to read written or printed material.

SOURCE : UNESCO LITERACY NEWJLETTER4

7
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The methods and t chniques used for traditional
literacy work are in general based on use of a ngle
ABC or spelling primer. Variety in reading mat rial
only comes with the supplementary readers. The teach-
ing personnel is composed mainly of primary school
teachers or voluntary helpers.

Far from being u.22.form, work-oriented literacy programmes are varied

and adaptable. They take into account the variety of immediate object-

ives and particular circumstances. The teaching staff is recruited

preferably from vocational training instructors, skilled workers

technicians and trade union or co-operative officials working as

team with professional educators. The programme of work is no longer

geared to the academic year, but is based, in an industrial'environment

on the provisional schedule of production or trained manpower intake

and where the environment is rural, on the agricultural cycle.

Traditional literacy considere the illitera-e as an
individual entity, often isolated from the context
of hie social group and environment.

Work-oriented literacy considers the illiterate adult as an individual

in relation to a group, living in a given environment and from the

standpoint of development. It aims at triAning this adult to be a

catalysing agent within his environment. Such training takes on

vocational bias industrial or agricultural as the case may be6 Lit-

eracy and vocational training are not undertaken as parallel activ-

ities or dissociated in time : they are fused together, the one being

an integral part of the other.

Since making the whole community literate is considered
by most governments to be a social or political under-
taking, it is financed from free-will contributions or
figures as part of the national budget under the heading
ef social expenditure; the State contribution is often
modest, and always inadeiiUste.-

8



The financ ng of a work7orient,d.literacy campaign is classified as

expenditure under tiie heading of economic investment. Appropriatioiw

re no longer made by the technique of "p _gramme budgeting", but by

that of "project budgeting", and cos ng c:lcu1aticc are based on

individual sub-projects, i.e0 the cost of training all workers in a

given branch of activity.

In mass literacy campaign- evaluation is if a
ative kind : it relates primarily to the number
people made literate.

LIC tit

On the other hand, the evaluation of a work-oriented literacy projec

bears first and foremost on its economic and social efficacys be it in

regard to the overall productivity of a factory or the adoption of new

methods as part of the-modernization of tne agrioulltural sector0 .
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VI ORGANIZATION, FINANCING AND MOBILIZATION
OF FUNDS AFD FORCES.

Paagnization

The term of traditional literacy is often used identi-
cal with mass literacy because it is always carried out on
a national or large scale. In fact, traaitional literacy
refera to the concept used, mass literacy or mass literacy
campaigns to the size of operation. Functional literacy
either socio-culturally oriented or work-oriented
literacy can also be operated on a maas scale, and as men-
tioned earlier, this is one of the aims of the experimental
programme.

The organization of traditional literacy either on a
small or large scale (nation-wide) is known from experience,
as practised during decades. For improvement and efficiency
it suffices to note the following short-comings:

(1) lack of careful planning;

(2) lack of coordination among agencies engaged
in literacy work, among government agencies,
and among government and private agencies,

particularly at state or national level;

lack of efforts to mobilize public opinion,

interest and support of all concerned;

(4) lack of care during and after a course.

In reality, those shortcomings have been well realized,
the need for and significance of_improvement has been voiced
and moulded into resolutions by many local,' national as well
as regional conferences and seminars, as noted in 4overnment
and People's Vbices, IAAE 1971 cited earlier. What is really
needed is action. A number of countries have already establi-
shed a national committee or.a national advisory council on
literaoy or adult education including literacy. In many
countries national adult education associations are helping
the government with advice and or concrete plans. Particular-
ly on the planning and organization of mass literacy Unesoo
publication, Manual )1-will be very helpful-36.

Other grave consequences of lack of organizational
structure and demenlartion or division of labour are!

(i) there is no agency specially charged with
the registration and supervision of all
literacy!agenoies and their activities all
'over the cOuntrya Directories of adult
eduoation luding literacy are very rare;
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(ii ) adult edlleation including literacy is

placed in various ministries.

WOrk-oriented fUnctional literacy, due to its nature and

characteristics requires team work from the very start,

namely co-orperation and coordination between educational
and technical departments or agencies in the selection of
the 'economic sector and occupational group, in further surveys
needed for programming and book construction, in writing
the literacy books, in teaching and evaluation.

As support and or active participation of variou
organizations and learners themselves is a roquisit, an
organizational structure is needed, at least a c:Annel for

lianno coordination and supverision.

An experimental project, first of all is joinay planned,
implemented and financed by Unesco and the natimil government.

The project staff is'made up by a national director and specia-

lists from educational as well as technical ministries assisted

by international group,a chief technical adviser and a number

of experts. At provinoial and local level, particularly in the

operation of the various activities the support and partici-

pation of government administrator4 technical personnel, local
chiefs, leaders of private organizations concerned and influencial

persons are organized in permanent committees or regular meetings.

A project for car drivers for instance, Should be planned and

implemented with the full cooperation of the drivers concerned

and their unions, if any. To give a simple example the funci-

tional literacy project among tobacco growers mentioned earlier

had the following operational and supporting structure.

-Level:

State

Division

Local

UNESCO, Pari
MNESCO n7i0S

NTC, Mangem ent

NTC,

--r-
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fund .an fore

It has been stated that for various reasons the budget
allotted to adult education i.e. literacy is very meagre.
At the same time it has been admitted that adult education
including literacy is a national concern. It is the nation-
al duty of the government and the governed, yes, every citi-
zen, according to his ability, to enhance this education.
As regards financing, as the government alone can impo.ssi-
bly bear the burden, voluntary and private funds and forces
may and should be mobilized. This can be initiated and
organized, of course, by the government as well as by the
people themselves.

What can a government do without laying too a heavy
burden to its citizens or without levying extraiaxoa or
surcharges to be born by the whole nation?

As recommendedj.n many documents and.resolutions-various
ways and means can be applied from persuelion to'Statutory
provisions:

(i) almealis by informing the public of the
need and importance of literacy education;

by awakening their sense of responsibility
and national sentiment; by calling for volun-
tary donation from well-to-do persons and
corporate bodies, particularly industrial
and financial enterprises; by organizing fund
raising weeks etc.

(2 ) slalatis: ministerial circulars and regula-
tions e.g. on levying a small amount, as proper
and reasonable, in well selected fields and
occasions.

statuto_aRrovisions: obliging enterprises,
companies etc. to carry out literacy classes
for their employees; obliging them to spend
a certain percentage for adult education acti-
vities at their own initiative, which will be
exempted from tax or obliging all enterprises
and other selected bodies to pay tax to the
government for educational purposes. In Britain
for example, industrial training including its
financing by industries is regulated by law.
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The same steps might_be taken to enhanc e enrolment
and if necessary to oblige certain groups of the population
to join literacy classes, for instance by decreeing that
after a certain time, say three years, illiterates will
not be entitled to obtain driving licences, may not be
employed by government agoncie,3 etceltra.

In cuch cases direct compuldien is avoided which by
some'groups may be regarded not appropriate and thus
rejected.

A study of all decrees and laws past Since 1967 listed
in Government and People's Voices, will reveal the rich
ideas and strength they embody,

Finally, whcvt is needed: a well defined policy, a
well developed plan, determination and .......aotion.

To quote the Director-General of Unesco:

u...'..THE RESOURCES, BOTH HUMAN ADID

MATERIAL EXIST; AND WHERE THERE IS
A WILL, THERE IS A WNT........."
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VII. COMBINED STiENGTH : S A. FUNCTIONAL
LITERACY

MASS LITERACY, not neoessarily traditional literacy, will
remain the strongest weapon in the battle against illiter cy
for a long, long time to come. The final aim of complete
elimination of this enemy, cannot be achieved by mass
campaigns improved traditional and or socio-culturally
oriented) alone or by work-oriented projects alone. Further,
fundamentally, an awakening nation is not in need of adult
education including literacy for economic development only
but also for political, socio-cultural and spiritual enligh-
tenment. Undeniably, a well-balanced development should aim
at material as well as socio-spiritual welfare of a nation.

Functional literacy is still at an experimental stage.
Till the time when the results of the present experiments
can be applied on a large scale in mass campaigns, mass

literacy will continue; of course, to enjoy the top priority.

It is obvious therefore that mutual understand-
ing, co-ordination and co-operation, between poliey makers,

planners and executors of mass literacy and those of func-
tional literacy are not only a desirabl thing but a must; in
order to combine strength, and achieve satisfactory common
results. That desire and necessity has always been a subject
of discussion in international meetings including coordination
between UN agencies and other assistance supplying agencies.
Further, experience has shown that mentioned coordination
and cooperation is still lacking in some areas, thus requires
greater attention and planned action. For tastance, the Meet-
ing on Experimental World Literacy Programme7 held in Paris
in December 1969 recommended:

pilot projects must have a certain
autonomy but they should be integra-
ted into national literacy program-
mes in order to pave the way for
future projects or, a wider scale.
International and national teams
engaged in such projects should lend
their aid and technical assistance
to the large-scale eampaigns.-
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VIII. FROM TRADITIONAL TO FUN TIONAL LITERACY

It may be said that, in brief ad in a simple:Ala
traditienal and functional literacy have been discussed in
'their various aspects. Emphasis has been laid on the pract-
ical side of the problems, and some guide for action has been
suggested or '.mbodied in the discussions.

It is hoped that the concept of functional literacy,
particularly of work-oriented literacy and the way of its
implementation has been made clear to planners and executors
as well. Shortage of funds, one of the greatest obstacles to
the carryingout .4 planned programmes and approved project
is recognized. However, it is also shown that it can be
minimized. There are various ways and measures to mobilize
resources so far untapped. Further, in many cases we can
fall back on promises and reaolutions made by governments as
well as economic enterprisesv trade,unionsl professional and
social organization8.

Finally, cooperation and mutual support between govern-
ments and people, strengthened by international assistance can
lead to remarkable results and maybe also to unprecedented
achievements.

At the end of this small and simple booklet it rests
us only to summarize several important points, and to indicate
some guide in our march from traditional to functional literacy.



Traditional literacy

A

72.

WHY and HOW ?

Teaching elementary/rudimentary
literacy in a relatively short
time to make as many people lit-
erate as possible.

Teaching the three components
(16-T-S), literacy abilities,
Icchnical knowledge and skill,
and social matters/problems,
up to a qualifyinu standard.

At least teaching the
3 R's enabling students
to make use of in daily
life activities. Not.
making it 'an end in it
self- but rather,a first
stage to further.learn-,
ing.

Introduction
socio-culturally
ted literacy by adding
seci.-cultural c,ntent
(sec mi componwut).

Maw, approach bringing about
mass campaigns for mass prod-
uction.

Selective approach : ct-

ion of economic sector, area,
occupational group and
intorostoa leA.nurs.

Mass approach in it-
self is the objective
leading to complete
eradication of illit-
eracy. At least :

selection of learner
(only those interested
anflpin greater need to
prevent wastage), 76



Level _andard

Very low level of at ninment,
producing "temporary literacy"

73.

- -

Ca oulated standzrdszufficient
to enable-students to retain
it (" ermanent 1iteit.0_1) and to
make direct use 0 0

To raise the level to a certain
,minimumvso that students can .
retain-their abilities even if
.they do .not attend a continuing
stage. A duration of 70-90
actual teaching hours might be
Aried.

Content of teaching :

One component, only L
(sometimes only the 2 R's);
is often thousieso and or not
deliberately programmed (loose
lessons).

Three components (L-T-5):
literacy, (3 R,$) plus vocat-

ional knowledge and skill,
plus social content (civics
hygiene, socio-economic
organization etc.)

Integration of the three
components:.

Avoid meaningless lessons,
introduction of co-ordinated
lessons, related to needs
and interest of learners.



Method of teaching :

Teaching of reading : mostly
synthetic.

Too much emphasis on mechanical
repetitions, disregarding mean-
ingful reading.

Use of audio-visual aids is
often not given attention.

Adult learners are treated as
objects only, not actively'
involved ("school type method")

Sound teacher-student relation-
ship is not deliberately built
up and or maintained.

74.

Various methods are being
e'xperiMented : key-word, sent-
ence, and eclectic.

Reading for meaning is emphas-
ized.

Use of audio-visual aids is
practised. In many cases also
of mass media.

Adult learners are treated as
subjects, with individual
characteristics, participation
is solicited.

Teacher-student relationship
is deliberately built up and
utilized.

Mechanical repetitions and use of
meaningless elements to be passed
soon as possible, if not avoided.
Self-made or available aids be used.
Adults be treated taking note of
their age, long experience in life,
social status, psychological abil-
ities etc., creating a pleasant
class atmosphere and mutual under-
standing and coopera ion.



Ha eline surve and Benchmarks:

As content is restricted and
very general, not directly
elated to felt needs and int-

erest, and consequent upon the
ow standard and undefined final

objective surireys and benchmarks
seem to be unnecessary.

75.

AS content is defined and
planned to reach a certain
target, and as it is specif-
ied/selected, centering on
an occupation, it is tailor-
made to needs and interest.
Benchmarks are required to
measure final result, in
literacy achievements, vbc-
ational knowledge and skill,
and social change (attitudes,
educational inter st etc.)

At least,-the teachers be.in 'yrmed
about .conditions of the enVironment
and the learners., and'about the_need
of discussions related to daily life,
and about the minimum level of at-
tainment to be reached (though in
the absence of benchmarks).

o n :

Evaluat on is normally made at
the end of the course only, by
the administration of a final
examination, (usually consisting
of writing a short letter)*

Evaluation has various funct-
ions, is required and car-
ried out during preparation,
implementation and at the
final stage. There are
certain areas of change to be
evaluated, including the
social and economic impact
of the project*

At least teachers can be.given guidance
in keeping notes on observations. A
simple feedback system can be introd-
uced. Attendance and drop-out are also
indicators in evaluation.



Value
The value is of temporary nature.
Relapse is almost un-avoidable
in the absence of a continuing
facility/class (second stage),
and relapse is a waste0

t has,no.direct economic value.

76.

It is expected to have a per-
manent valuev a directand,
practical-use. Better attit
ude to work, efficiency and
productivity lead to inc--
reased production.

Traditional literacy, at least,
can be enriched with some social
or political component. Relapse
be avoided e.g. by raising the
standard, provision of follow-up
books, or news-sheets.



Functional

Appendix
_ _

-acy in an African S ttingt

A .Case StUdy

Presp ted by the Government ofNigeria
and Prepared by A.H. Nasutioni inatitute
of African-Adult Education, University

of Ibadan,

tt Tr1 rn

Un,ler Unescots Experimental World Literacy Programme,seven'macro projects were established in Algeria, Mali, Ethiopia,Guinea, Madagascar, Sudan and Tanzania and 4.micro projects inAlgeria, Nigeria, Tunisia and Upper Volta. Unesco hae provided
technidal assistance for literacy programmes in 12 African count-
ries and two Functional Literacy Centres have been established -
ASFEC in Cairo for all Arab States, and IAAE (Institute of
African Adult Education) in lbadan for the region south of theSahara.

The first Nigerian experiment was conducted by the In -itute of African Adult Education in the Iseyin area in the Western
State and limited to tobacco farmers. The project at Iseyin wasin operation from August 1967 to March 1969. Evaluation carriedout during the course and at the conclusion of the project on
literacy/educational achievements indicated ;

a) Increased knowledge of tobacco operations.

(b) Favourable change in behaviour and attitudes of adult
learners, improvement in attitudes towards reading,
learning education of children, leisure time farming
activities, social and community development.

A positive influence in,the relationships betwv;en the
mass literacy campaigns and the experimental project
has been manifested leading to Conferences on literacy
and development in all Nigerian states.

Conclu-' n

( a) Whereas for political and social ultural reasons, massliteracy campaigns are still necessary to avoid the dis-
advantages of traditional literacy methods, existing

The summary was fo mulated by ale government ef Nigeria.The paper was presented to the Pifth CEC 1971 in Atwtralla,
code 5C EC E4/B.
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literature should be revised in line with the functional
{6

approach.

(b) In the light of the new,knowledge now available rega ding
difficulties and shortcomings of literacy campaigns;
Govermments should assist.with,remedial measures'.-

Governments should consider some form of legislation or

policy for the eradication of illiteracy.

Work-oriented functional literacy Is effective though
expensive. Every country should rely basically (:)n its
own national:resources and for this.Purpcithe..batikers,,.

industrialists, entrepreneursl'chambers df cer=erce,
employers associations, trade unions professional'assoc-
iations should be approached fer financial aisistanceo..

610e



Austicax
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE A

AND THE CH D AS ARNERS

IN A LEAltNING SITUftTION..41

Certain essential differences must be recogn sed in learninçjsituatxons where an adult or a child is the learner. These differencespertain mainly to the characteristics of the learner. They must howeverbe noted for effective learning to be achieve-able.
These characteristicemay be summarised under the headings of

(0 Personality differences between the adult learner and childlearner.

( i) Physical and sensory capacity differences.

Differences in intellectual cap cit

(iv. ) Differences in m-tivati n and inte

(v) .Differences in approach including teacher-pupil relationship.
We may now treat each of those briofly.

LaasmiLILLIWaLlaze

Learning in the.adult is character. sed by a greater degree ofmaturity than learninvin the child because o

(a) The life span of the adult influences his leanilug situation.. Thislife span is of course much wider than that of the child. Foreach stage of an adult's life, a formidable list of learning oppor-tunities, roles and obligations exist which influence the adult&outlook to his new encoualter in learn no situation.

(b) Maturation is more advaAced in the adult. This Iø readine s forvarious learning experiences. Maturation enables the adult to movetowards greater independence, greater self-responsibility, increaseself regulation and greater autonomy, more than can be expected ina child.

Adult experience ls consequently more va led, more diverse and mor;)organized than that of a child.

(d) The adult can be more of a
directed," self ope ting

1,6

rner, he is. a more-
han a childA.s...



Time k perceived .differently by an adult. Physi ally, cul
ally and emotionally. For ail adult learner, time is oX gre,lt
importance. For the adult time appears Very short are.; highly
valued.

Thus the personality of an ta0;.vidual Which Is the composite wh -

of all his abilities, traits emotions and behaviour influence his le -rs-
ing. It follows that because an adult has lived longer and had different
experiences his personality is more set.than that.of the ehild, and
influences,his learning more than it.does the child's learning. This
esSentially so because the adult has had More opportunities to.be in e
probably had been in many learning sitUations all of which have prnhibly
modified his behaviour and outlook to some extent. Thus a new learning
situation as well as new experiences which the adult encounters are
symbolized and organized in relationship to himself. These can be
ignored if the adult does not perceive any relationship to his own scl.r:.o.
They can be denied organization, or given a distorted meaning because the
experience seems inconsistent with the structure of the self.

c Pa ty- Diff ces

Learning takes place in human bqings through the assimilation
learning experience into the organization'of previous experiences of the
learner. To achieve this, the physical capacities of the learner are
esOential since learning has to "enter" through the gateways of the sens
and trans itted through the neuro-physiological mechaniums. With ageing,
the human organism undergoes changes.

Some of th s- changes ar

( )

:Am

Cell tissues become dryer, they do not grow s r p dly a d
the repair of cell tissues preceedS more slow y.

Podily cells bocmo mewhat les Ic .

The ra e of ba al- met b .Lism Is lowered,

There is some dee

(e)-

se in strength .

p ed, intensi y nd endurThere is a decrease in
. neuromus u ar reaCtion

The rate of transmi sion of nerve impulse becomes lowered

Visi n hearing touch, taste, sxrll and proPrio eptive
senses hecome impaired and less off i ien

As a result of these physical inadequacies, the adult does less
well in learning and testing situations whre the emphasis is on speed
of action. Adults are however bëtteP in tasks'requiring'judgement,
steadiness, reliability and persistence.

b 8 4



Teaching _ tua
will provie the opportun
tol1owi nd the instructions. VerbAll communication sh uld be cle-tr antl

adult learners should empAoy moth
for :1 ult. pupils to u e ral their seno,

meaningful nnd illustrnted stures, concrete
representation Ind ilr.Ictic,1,1 :!cti ity

Differences -and intellectual

splays visu 1

With decline in physical c-tpacity, there is nu ne.cesaarily mducli e in the inte lectual cnpacity in the adult rner. A few except-iunal LI. and women continue their intellectual activities till very 11,in life till the age of between 80 and 90 years. Most adults howeverbecome out of pr ctice and because of disuse, find intellectual aotivivery difficult.

Intelligence as measured by mc--lt tests penalise the adult thi:irr:easurement criteria are often based on speed, their mate-ial contentoften appear irrelevant and silly for an -Ault s experience. Specifie.)li:,i,(a) Many of them are based on tasks asocinted with school rather thanwith real life situations. (b) Many of them rely on a motiv-ation thitt
character stic of youth but not necessarilyof adults.

The e is however a di
learning capacity.

betweun int llectunl Acity anu

The older person's performance tends to be slower and more delib*,-rate than those of the younger, but subsequently it tends to be morcaccurate. There tends to be a decline in the rate of learning as aQCprogresses, but intellectual power in and of itself Wes not change frtn20 to 60 (Large 1952, 1953). Partly because of past experience, partlybecause of inappropriate motivation, the adult appears-to be more rigidand less amenable in lea ning situations.

To ourmarise this aspect of it's
the child's it may be said that

in comp. arison with

(2) Adults are slower than children in speed of acquisitioiand speed of response as well as r call in learning situe4t-ons.

Adults are more thorough
than children.

painstaking and more mc

(iii) Formal operations and hyp le -deductive operations _

only interesting to adults who had training in these mod :of thought.

(iv) Adult intelligence does not i1iantly wIth ago.

( ) Adult's learning.capacity -tends to be qualitativ ly
able with increase in age



Diff

Adults are more versertile .and mare adaptable if they tive
. had vari d relevant experience otherwise they could be mori,,
conservatiVe and more rigid than children in neu learning
situations.

Verhal ability and the intricacies of vocahul ry and verb.l
logic are we.11 mas ered by adults.and thiu Proba 1y improv:1
with age.

ences n Motivatio

Adult.learners are u ually motivated before they subject themselvt s

to the learning situation. They have come for a purpose; they,have ccme
to learn in order to do something at all or to do it .better. For the
initial .motivation to be maintained however an adult 'must continue to see
the relevance of the situation for himself ano for his yurpose. The
objectives of the material* content of the adul is learning situation mast
be more related to the here and now,: must, have more practical imp1ic:%tion!2
and must be related more to adult's interestsand real life situation
the objectiVes of the material content of the childts, learning situ:tt

th

Age also tend to breed conservatism. The adult isw.thus apt to bu
less liberal in his outlook, he has ,1 more restricted social role, and
because of hia loss of physical capacity he has, less self-confidenco
about new situations as a result, he finds it mdre necessary to cling
-to habitual patterns of behaviour, and to display more tenacity in theface of threatened change than a child.

Diff renice roa h in l din ach i-el ationsh

From the differences discussed above, it will be realized that
adult educators should be aware of th_ qualities of their adult le:Arner
and they should make allowances for both their pupils' limitations
strength-The.approach could be summed-up as one of mutual respect
practical relevance and interchenge of experi nce.

1)
people.

and wet/l hav

Reactions of Adu Learnin, Situ;

They know that they are rather rusty compared with youngev

do the right thing "Tell us what is expecte::

iii) They may or may not have acquir d a store type as to what is
expected. If they have, and it is an unfortunate one., it may be diffic-
ult to dispel; an tbe other hand, it is often A relief to a non-academic
adult to discover that he need not be something other th.ap he is.



(iv)
They may be more impatient of sham learning than younger

students, provided their stereotype does not stand in the way - that
is, provided they can recognize it as sham. If not, they may be more
gullible.'

(v)
A fresh perception can be both easier and harder for older men

and women to attain - easier becauae they are less used to being directed,
harder because their prejudices have had longer to get entrenched and
because of their lack of training in recognizing fallacious modes of
reasoning. This could be summed up as saying that they are less used to
being told how to think.

(vi)
Older people have a fund of knowledge from their own experience

against which the claims of theories can be tested. They are not all
prepared to trust their experience, nor is it all valuable, but on the
whole their pooled knowledge stretches over n wide area.

(vii)
Following on from this, the balance of first-hanc and second:-

hand knowledge differs in older and younger students. In ti case of
older people, their first-hand knowledge may be deeper, but rrow, nd
their greatest need is to relate what they have experienced a wider
context, To some extent, this wider context can be provided the
experiences of others, or by theory. The worst thing is if iv relation
is made between what they learn now and their previous experielce. Cr:rs-
fertilIzation between the present and the past is essential.

(viii) The attitude of older people to their work is more seri u
that of young students : they have more at stake. 'Polite' tole :7,- ie
boredom is less likely : if they do not like what rhey are given, they
may pro est or cease to come, but they will not stay aed waste their t

Paper by Dr, M.0,A. Durojaiye, IAAE, 1970, prepared
for the training of literacy Instructors who are
primary school teachers.
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SOME GUIDE FOR INSTRUCTORS

-Teaching literacy to an adUlt illiterate is difficult.
Adults, compared with children have their own psychological char-
acteristics and mental abilities. They ar, old, have a long
experienCe of life behind them, a few maybe have a high social
status. 'In every'day life they have many responsibilities' and
face various problems. Learning itself presents to them at this
old stage difficulties.

The outcome of adult literacy teaching therefare, does
not depend only on the instructor's involvement with didactic

. . .methods but also on his ability and initiative to create the
learners' confidence.in the instructer and in their own learning
capability. The Instructor should show interest and work with
dedication, be able to arouse and maint in the interest of the
learners.

Some uide

1. Remember that the adult comes to the class eoluntarily, and
that he sacrifies his spare time or valuable time. For this
he expects compensation : to learn reading and writing* When
he feels that he will not reach this goal he may give up.

20 Remember that your le _ners do not have the same learning
ability. Some are slower than the others. Group them
(tactfully), and give separate attention and help to each
group/individual.

The "studying activi-y" i n a class is new to the adult. Make
the physical environment and social situation pleasant and
inspiring.

4. Dedi ation and perseverance shown by the instructor will sup-
port the interest of the learner. Mistakes by the inStructor
may create.lack of confidence and discipline, which may draw
the adult away from his study.

.Reading from the book alone is not enough, it is monotonous.
-Complement it by use of posters, cards' visual aids etc.
Mechanical copying of meaningless.words is also monotonos
and..ineffectiVe. Give them-werds.or let them find useful
words-and short-sentences Which they can read and or under-
stand-

Correcting an adult publicly would make him lot)
if necessary correct hiA .individually- with disc

ridiculous.
tion.



2.

Request punctuality but try to understand the reasons for

absence from class, etc. Insists upon regular exercises

because these wil/ support the learning of the literacy

skills.

Make notes of your_difficulties and observations, ancl,dis-

cuss them with your Colleague or supervisor or project staff.

Prepared by A.H. N suti n, IAAE 1970, for the training
'of literacy instructors
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Appendix 4.

darkness through concer ed actions, inspired
by patriotism.

One of the saddest legacies 'of the colonial regime
was widespread illiteracy. Of course, suCh situation'was
not-peculiar to Indonesia alone. It was prevailing in all
countries struggling for freedom, amd ih all newly indepen-
dent states. 'But one thing was exceptional; that.was that
the Indonesian people gained its freedom and sovereignty by
armed struggle which, to a very large extent, hardened their
determination and deopened their .dedication and patriotism.
This, as we shall see Was of significant factor and .played
a radical r le in the development of:education,

Further, the-"Bahasa Indonesia" (Indonesian language)
was Tecognised and accepted as the only one national langua-
ge without any objections from majority "tribes", the javanes
(now 50 million) and the Sudanese (20 million) thanks to
past national movement and the Indonesia youth pledge in
1928, ("One Nation=one Language-and One Country")'..

Vhen the Dutch handed over sovereignty to the .Republic
of Indonesia in 1949, Only 10% of the popula ion(70 million)
could read and write.

At theitime of the proclamation of independence (1945)
there were for instance only 100 Indonesian maginmr6 ancl
about 1000 mediealdoctors. illiteracy was exploited abroad
as an argument that Indonesia was,nbt r pe yet for Independe-
nce.

One of the fir t steps in fulfiling the aims of Nation-
al Revolution -of.the country was naturally the taking of

.

measures for erasing. illiteracy. During the first years of
its.existence, however,.this .could -not be carried out since
.phyeical fighting 'demanded the greater part of energy- And
time.. Inspired'by the unifying spirit and patriotism, the
nation woke up to show the-world, that it was able to keep
independence and run 'the-new RepUblic in spite-of large7scale
illiteracy etc., that it could raise its educational level,
and maintain its Unity- and national integrity in the midst
of:internal as w-ll as external subversions and threats.

During the 1950s, thousand& of primary and secondary
schools were erected by the people themselves in addition
to those provided by the Government which engaged itself
also in a.gigantic training programme of teachers to fabric-
ate an additional 200,000 teachers for the 11 million school
populace. In the 1960's each of the 25 provinces has got
at least.one state university, side by side with one or two
private universities all of which together now turn out more
than 15i000 graduates every year.
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Adult education, in Indonesia called Mass or Com-
munityeducation, did-net receive less attention from
Che Government as well as the peoples. The Department
of Mass education in the Ministry of Education and
Culture had its offices in all-p..ovinces down to small
districts, manned by full time pUblic-servants. The
fight ugainst illiteracy was waged even-during the war
and subsequent troublesome years. Literacy classes in
the main regional. languages (there are in Indonesia.
about 300 vernaculars-and dialects as the case in Nige4-
ria) were followed up-by .Adult vocational classes'far
men and women alike,- accompanied by village libraries.
In district:and provincial towns Adult edueation courses
of grade 13 and Crespectively were supported by 'and
C Libraries, and in a number of big towns there were
"people's universities.' in the end of 1960-almost each
of the 50,000 villages scattered throughout the archipe-
lago consisting of more than A000 small and large islands
had its literaby class(es)l Adult vocational course,
library and-youth centre for-. leadership training and
various. activities. Neo-literates were also encouraged
to form listening and reading groups. During the period
of 1951 - 1959 the campaign resulted in 12 million
literate bringing.the total of-illiteracy down to 24-
million or 40%.

The,mass catpaign reached its culmination point in
theArearerT960 when .a Preaidential decree waS issued,
enforced:by:a national aPpeal to-wipe out illiteracy'
'among:the-13 - 45.. year age group. It should-be noted
that tore stress was laid on the appeal to national.
sentiment.

It was clear to the Government as well as to every-
body that such huge undertaking could not be carried out
by public servants only and financed from the Government
budget alone. Inspired by national sentiment and dignity,
driven by the desire for advancement and greater ability
to,tap the rich and vast natural resources, the whole
nation so to speak'stood up, and mobilised its funds a d
forces. All political parties, social and religious
asSociations, youth organisations, trade unions, Govern-
ment and private enterprises, independent groups as well
as individuals took part and supported the national task
by joining literacy committees at district and village
leVel, providiT material and or moral support. "Illi-
teracy combatting" committees were responsible for the
planning, organisation and running 'the classeS and lib a-
ries.

In their respective areas', also for selecting able
citi ens ;willing, to volunteer as teachers. The Govern-
ment granted some subsidy. to the committee distributedtie



literacy primers for instruction and books for libraries.
A number of districts were selected as model or oentres
of excellence.

The concerted and continuous government-people
actions proved to be fruitful. -Slowly but steadily,
one by one, districts and provinces were declared free
from letter (Latin character) blindness in the press
and radio, and presented a symbol of freedom from ignor-
ance/darkness. This imbued fresh psychological drive
which led the people to healthy competitions and accele-
lated the prooeess of change.

At the end of 1964, the country was proclaimed freed
from illiteracy. The 5 year all-out struggle and sustained
effort had produced more than 24 million literates which
was regarded as the greatest achievement of the Republic,
and noted as a world event in the Annals of Unesco, besides
earlier result achieved by Russia which, in 1919 under the
leadership of Lenin, embarked on a huge mass campaign and
made almost her entire population literate in the 19501s.

There was however, a great difference in the aftermath
between the two historic events which should be observed and
remembered as a warning for other developing countries.
Russia followed up her success with well-planned efforts to
retain the acquired literacy and to conduct continuing
education for the new literates. She was in the position
to do so. Indonesia, on account of her economic situation
and to a lesser extent also of her lack of alertness, did
not provide the new literates with sufficient reading mate-
rials, and continuing education so that an increasing number
of the literates relapsed into illiteracy. In 1968/69 this
number was estimated to be around 30 to 3

It was a hard lesson but not at all a fruitless one.
Along with the new concept of work-oriented functional lite-
racy propagated and supported by Unesco, since 1966 the
present Five Year Plan of Indonesia (1969-1974) includes
mass education, particularly literacy teaching in well-plan-
ned rural development. Literacy is integrated in projects
for social and economic development. It is hoped that in this
way people who have been made literate will not only retain
their literacy abilities but will benefit from them and the
accompanying vocational skill aceuired, for their economic
betterment and fuller participation in everyday life. Certain
other forms of adult education and community development
activities were encouraged and expanded, supported by mass media
e.g. special broadcast for rural agricultural areas.

) Article by A.lin Nasution in INDONESIA" Published by
Indonesian Embassy, Lagos, October 1970.

Source: Proclamation of Indonesia' s freedom from illiteracy,
Dec. 31 1964., -Ministry of Education, Djakarta.
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